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The writer feels that the Chase Court period was one of the most 
critical periods in the Development of constitutional law. The Civil 
War, which reached its climax between 1861-1865, worked a revolution in 
the life of the American people in many respects more profound than 
that which accompanied the War for Independence. The Chase Court had 
to decide the Constitutionality of cases which had a direct bearing on 
the future of the nation. The Radicals in Congress were set on punish¬ 
ing the Southern states at any cost and enacted legislation to accom¬ 
plish this end. President Lincoln was assassinated at a time when his 
leadership was disparately needed. Andrew Johnson became president and 
tried to curtail Reconstruction. The Radicals impeached him and Chief 
Justice Chase presided at his trial. The strong leadership of Chase 
was needed during this period to bring the nation back together. 
Purpose 
The purpose of the study is twofold. The first objective is to 
analyze the development of constitutional law in the United States under 
Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase. The second and major consideration is 
the analysis of the manner in which the Supreme Court exercised power 
and influence during the latter stages of the Civil War and during most 




Scope and Limitations 
This research paper is confined to an analysis of the development 
of Constitutional law in the United States from 1864-1873. The concept 
of judicial review, the federal system, obligation of contracts and 
prior Supreme Court decisions in general are too broad to be considered 
in this thesis. The study does not suggest, however, that the Justices 
during this period did not rely on precedent decisions of previous 
courts in some cases. Uhat the writer will attempt to analyze is how 
"justice" prevailed in the United States, as reflected in the decisions 
of the court, during the darkest hour of American History. 
Procedure of Inquiry 
The procedure in this investigation will be historical and an¬ 
alytical. Attention will be focused on Chase's personal judicial phi¬ 
losophy as reflected in his decisions, papers, speeches, role of law, 
written opinions, role of state, etc. The work will be divided into 
five chapters in which attention will be focused on the leadership, de¬ 
cisions and political aspirations of Chase. Chapter 1 is designed to 
provide a broad general review of the historical development of Con¬ 
stitutional law. Chapter II will give biographical data of Chase, in¬ 
asmuch as it is difficult for any person--even a Supreme Court Justice— 
to divorce himself completely from his background. His life, inherited 
instincts, traditional belief and acquired convictions are reflected in 
many of the Supreme Court decisions. Since Constitutional law does not 
develop in a vacuum, it is essential that the history of the period be 
carefully analyzed in Chapter III. Chapter IV will thoroughly examine 
the role of the Supreme Court and problems of Reconstruction. Chapter 
3 
V will contain the summary and conclusions. 
Source of Material and Tools of Research 
The primary source of material will be from books, U. S. Supreme 
Court Reports, periodicals and public documents. The tools of the re¬ 
search will be historical and analytical. In giving background and 
other pertinent information the historical methods will be used. The 
analytical method will be used to study the major judicial decisions 
which were instrumental in reconstructing a divided nation. 
Significance of the Study 
Of the many studies of the development of constitutional law, in 
the United States, few have dealt with the period from 1864-1873. The 
fact that the Supreme Court had profound influence in many areas such 
as money, jurisdiction, taxation, state and federal relations, rights 
of Congress and rights of citizens is the significance of this study. 
CHAPTER II 
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA ON CHASE 
Early Life 
Salmon Portland Chase was born in Cornish, New Hampshire on Jan¬ 
uary 13, 1808. Before his death in 1873, he rendered faithful and dis¬ 
tinguish service to the State of Ohio and the United States. 
The family name was quite prominent in New England, although it 
was neither royal nor noble, it was marked for the highest qualities 
that can distinguish men—temperance, probity, religious life and in¬ 
tellectual strength. Chase's father, Ithamac, was a member of the 
governor's council and a well known federalist. His uncle Dudley was 
twice a United States Senator, and Uncle Philander, a bishop, was in¬ 
strumental in the development of the west. 
One year after Salmon began his formal education, his father was 
stricken with paralysis and later died in August, 1817. Before young 
Chase reached the age of fifteen, "he was considered to be an excellent 
student in Latin and Greek.Before he could complete his second year 
at Worthington, the school was broken up for reasons not given. In the 
meantime, his uncle, Philander, had accepted the presidency at Cinci¬ 
nnati College and encouraged Salmon to come west to complete his educa¬ 
tion. In terms of scholarship the school left much to be desired for 
it was supported by farmers whose income was limited. For example: 
- 
J. W. Schuckers, Life and Public Service of Salmon Portland Chase 
(New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1874), pp. 6, 12. 
4 
5 
"corn was ten and even six cents a bushel and twenty-five cents would 
buy a bushel of wheat."*- 
In 1822, Salmon enrolled in Cincinnati College as a freshman. 
After taking a series of examinations, he was promoted to the sophomore 
class. There is nothing to indicate that Salmon was not a good student 
at Cincinnati College. His reason for returning to New England, after 
only one year at the college, was prompted by his uncle resigning as 
president and moving his family back east. 
To a young man of lesser stature, this constant interruption in 
his formal education would have served as a cause not to continue his 
education. But in 1824, Chase enrolled in Dartmouth College as a 
junior. As a means of financial support, he taught school during the 
2 
long winter vacations, and in 1826 he was graduated. "Dartmouth Col¬ 
lege was known as a school in which young men studied a little classics, 
3 
mathematics, and helles-lettres or light and elegant literature." 
Chase was considered to be only a moderate student at Dartmouth and was 
not among the top scholastic students in the college. On the whole, 
however; he got an excellent education, though it cane chiefly from men 
and books after he had left college. The prominence of the Chase family 
had brought him into close association with men of similar academic 
training as his own. 
*~Ibid.. p. 15. 
2 
Albert Bushvell Hart, Salmon Portland Chase, ed. by John T. Morse, 




Even before graduating from Dartmouth, Chase had made up his mind 
to study law, but could not any longer accept his mother's sacrifices. 
So the most profitable way for him to earn a living at that time was to 
teach school. On the morning of December 23, 1826, Chase announced 
that he would open a select classical school, for which only one pupil 
entered.^ The school proved to be a failure for the latter reason. 
Chase later heard of a position of clerkship in the Executive De¬ 
partment in Washington, D. C., and could see no reason why he could not 
get one through the influence of his uncle, Senator Dudley. While work¬ 
ing as a clerk, he would also study law. He applied to his uncle, 
Senator Dudley Chase, to get him a government clerkship. But his uncle 
advised him never to enter governmental service. "I once procured an 
office for a nephew of mine," his uncle said, "and he was ruined by it. 
I then determined that I would never ask for another. I will lend you 
fifty cents with which to buy a spade; but I cannot help you to a clerk- 
ship." Chase later went to Washington, D. C. to become schoolmaster 
of an established boy's school, where he served for three years. The 
studies pursued at Mr. Chase's "Selected Classical Seminary" were; the 
Latin and Greek Languages; Murray's English Grammar; Ancient and Modern 
Geography; Ancient and Modern History; Mathematics; Natural Philosophy; 
Intellectual Philosophy; Rhetoric; Moral Philosophy; Natural Theology; 
3 
and the Evidence of Christianity. By this time some of the habits of 
^Schuckers, op. cit.. pp. 22-23. 
2Ibid. 
3 
Quoted in Ibid., p. 24. 
7 
Chase's life were forming: fondness of good company; love of reading; 
a habit of letter writing; interest in public affairs; a share in the 
financial burdens of the family; acquaintance with public men; and the 
keeping of a diary.* 
Being the schoolmaster or principal of an established school was a 
rewarding experience for Chase, but mere teaching was extremely distaste¬ 
ful. So in September, 1827, he became a student-at-law in the office 
of William Wirt, at that time attorney-General of the United States. 
"Chase utilized the advantage of association with lawyers and law-stu¬ 
dents of the city; sometime attended the courts, and occasionally went 
to the Senate and House of Representatives; became an active and useful 
member of the Blackstone Club. At one time he served as president of 
2 
the Blackstone Club." His major contribution to the club were several 
essays on legal topics. These essays illustrated the thoroughness of 
3 
his study and thoughtfulness of his mind, according to Schuckers. 
When he presented himself for admission to the bar on December 21, 
4 
1829, Justice Cranch refused his admittance. Judge Cranch said, "we 
think Mr. Chase, that you must study another year and present yourself 
for another examination."^ After pleading with the Judge concerning 
his arrangements to practice law in the mid-west, the Judge yielded and 
Start, op. cit.. p. 6. 
2 
Schuckers, Quoted extensively from pp. 26-27. 
3 
Ibid., p. 28. 
4 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 10. 
Schuckers, op. cit.. p. 30. 
8 
ordered the clerk to swear in Chase. Schuckers points out that it is 
important to avoid misconceptions concerning Chase's legal abilities. 
At the time of Chase's examination the law of Maryland required three 
years of extensive study in the field of law before admission to the 
bar. Justice Cranch refusal was based on the fact that Chase lacked a 
few months of legal training. Schuckers also points out that Chase had 
passed an unusually creditable examination.^ 
After admission to the bar, Chase prepared for his departure from 
Washington. In Twenty-two years he had developed an observant mind, 
and had established the strong and versatile character of the later man. 
He had worked hard, showed perseverance and devotion to principles. He 
had secured for himself educational and cultural opportunities which 
came to few young men of that period and he had associated with men who 
were impressed with his character. 
He arrived in Cincinnati in March, 1830; and was admitted to the 
bar of Ohio the following June. He had high hopes of becoming an ac¬ 
tive and successful lawyer. The choice of Cincinnati as a place for 
development of a young and ill-trained lawyer was of course influenced 
by Chase's Ohio relatives and boyhood experiences. Moreover, he also 
believed the city offered the greatest opportunity for brains and am¬ 
bition. The first duty of Chase was to establish himself in his pro¬ 
fession. Within four and a half years he had become one of the best 
and busiest lawyers in Cincinnati. According to Hart, Chase made his 
greatest intellectual progress during this period; he read, reflected, 
analyzed, pondered upon religion, lectured and wrote articles. Here he 
1IMd., p. 30. 
9 
began a literary magazine which was his only formal publication during 
his entire career.* 
On March 4, 1834, he married Catherine Jane Gainess, a young lady 
about four years his junior. On December 1, 1835, she died, leaving 
him a little girl, who lived only four years longer. On September 26, 
1839, Chase married his second wife, Eliza Ann Smith, of Cincinnati, 
then a girl of eighteen. The couple had three children—but of the 
three, only Kate lived. The second Mrs. Chase died September 29, 1845. 
Chase was married again on November 6, 1846, to Sarah Bella Dunlap 
Ludlow. His third wife belonged to one of the best known families in 
Cincinnati and was a woman of dignity and force of character. She was 
able to bring her husband into close contact with many influential 
people, especially her uncle, John McLean, later an associate Justice 
of the United States Supreme Court. Two children were born to them, 
but only Jeanette Chase lived. On June 13, 1852, the third Mrs. Salmon 
2 
Portland Chase died. He never remarried. 
Chase gained national prominence during this period as an anti- 
slavery lawyer. The defense argument he used in the Matilda Case, in¬ 
volving a fugitive slave, was later used by Dred Scott's lawyer in the 
3 
famous Dred Scott Case. Matilda, the alleged fugitive, had been a 
slave in Virginia. Her master had moved from the State of Missouri, 
taking his slaves with him. Chase's argument was based upon the simple 
Ï 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 17. 
Ibid., pp. 20-22. 
3 
Nineteen Howard 393 (1857) 
10 
proposition that when a slave owner voluntarily brought his slaves into 
a free State, the slave by that very act became free and could under no 
circumstance be called a fugitive, nor reclaimed under Federal law.'*' 
Although Chase lost the Matilda Case, according to Schuckers "his argu¬ 
ment was printed and largely circulated, and more or less contributed 
2 
to turning public attention to the slave-question." 
After the Matilda Case, Chase became the counsel for so many fugi¬ 
tives that he became known in the State of Kentucky as the "attorney- 
3 
general for runaway Negroes." Kentucky's interest and concern in fugi¬ 
tive cases is illustrated by the John Van Zandt Case. Van Zandt, a 
Kentuckian and abolitionist moved to the State of Ohio where it was a 
known fact that he was an important link in the underground railroad 
A 
movement. On the night of April 22, 1842, according to Hart and 
5 
Schuckers, nine slaves had escaped from Kentucky into Ohio apparently 
without the aid of anyone. Van Zandt was returning to his home the next 
day when he stopped to give the slaves a ride in his covered wagon. 
One of the slaves, Andrew, was permitted to drive. 
Before reaching his home, Van Zandt was stopped by two men who 
took all but two of the slaves into custody. The slaves were returned 




Ibid., p. 53. 
4 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 75. 
5 
Schuckers, op. cit.. p. 53 
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to Covington, Kentucky, and placed in jail without the authorities know¬ 
ing to whom they allegedly belonged or even without knowledge that they 
were in fact slaves. This action on the part of these two men occured 
without legal proceedings of any kind. Hargrove and Hefferman, the 
abductors, were indicted for kidnapping in Warren County, Ohio, the 
county where the act was committed. However, they were never brought 
to trial. 
Later it was discovered that the owner of the slaves was Wharton 
Jones. Jones sued Van Zandt for damages under the Federal statute of 
1793 for harboring and concealing fugitive slaves. Chase was called 
upon to defend Van Zandt. Chase and his assistant, Thomas Morris, used 
the following argument before Justice McLean, of the United States 
Supreme Court, at Cincinnati, in July, 1842:^ 
1. The plantiff had not established the fact that the defend¬ 
ant was unlawfully harboring or concealing fugitives. 
2. That no notice as required under Federal Statute was given 
to the defendant that the alleged fugitives had escaped 
from Kentucky into Ohio. 
3. That the act of Van Zandt was an act of Christian charity. 
The strongest point in Chase's argument was that Van Zandt had not 
been given "notice" as required by Federal statute--However, Judge 
McLean ruled that Van Zandt knew that he was aiding Negroes and that 
this constituted "due notice" under the statute. Therefore, Jones was 
entitled to $1,200 in damages. He, Jones, also claimed an additional 
$500 in damages for the two slaves who escaped from Van Zandt's wagon, 
Ï 
Xbld., p. 54. 
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alleging that he, Van Zandt, was directly responsible for their escape. 
Chase appealed the decision to the Supreme Court. The case was 
scheduled for a hearing before the court before Chase could prepare his 
written argument and his request for a postponement was denied. In 
just more than two weeks he prepared one of the most celebrated argu¬ 
ments ever presented before the Supreme Court at that time. He question- 
2 
ed: the Constitutionality of the Federal Fugitive Slave statue; the 
conflict of interest of the court to judge the case because several 
3 
were slaveholders and therefore interested parties; the duty of a free 
state to be legally bound to return fugitive slaves, and the morality 
of the institution of slavery in the United States. His exhaustive re¬ 
search and comprehensive discussion of the pertinent issues involved 
unified the abolitionists to fight to the bitter end against slavery in 
the territories. However, when the court gave its decision,—the deci¬ 
sion of the lower court was upheld against Van Zandt. It is important 
to note that Chase did not receive monetary compensation from Van Zandt 
for his services, nor did he receive any fees for the other slavery 
cases he so ably defended. 
Shortly after the Van Zandt Case another slavery case attracted 
wide attention. Samuel Watson, a slave, escaped from a ship docked at 
Cincinnati. He was later captured by Hoppess, an agent of Floyd 
the slave owner, and held in a "watch house" until extradiction could 
Ï 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 76. 
2 
Schuckers, op. cit.. p. 62. 
3 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 77. 
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be obtained. Floyd lived in Virginia. 
Once again Chase was called upon to provide legal defense. His 
argument centered around several important points of law: * 
1. That there had been no escape. 
2. That the escape, if there was one, was from one place in 
Ohio to another place in the same State, and not within 
the Federal statute of 1793. 
3. That the boat, at the time of the alleged escape was 
attached to the shore of the free State of Ohio. 
4. That the Federal Statute of 1793 was unconstitutional. 
5. That Watson did not escape from a slave state, therefore 
he was not a fugitive. 
Chase's brilliant defense failed to influence the court to give Watson 
his freedom. 
Chase was in the forefront fighting against slavery during this 
period. When the writer tally the cases appearing before the Chase 
Court, it will be noted if his views on slavery changed. 
United States Senator 
In 1848, Chase was one of the leaders who saw the danger of slavery 
spreading into free territories of the United States. At the Ohio State 
Convention in Columbus on January 8, Chase supported a doctrine which 
declared: "the people of Ohio, now, as they have always done, look 
upon the institutional of slavery in any part of the Union as an evil, 
and unfavorable to the full development of the spirit and practical 
benefits of free institutions; and that, entering these sentiments, 
Ï 
Quoted extensively from Schuckers, op. cit.. pp. 75-76. 
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they will at the same time feel it to be their duty to use all the 
power given by the national compact, to prevent its increase, to miti¬ 
gate and finally eradicate the evil."* To prevent the extension of 
slavery into free territory, a strong and powerful voice was needed to 
articulate the Ohio doctrine throughout the State. The Whigs, Demo¬ 
crats and Pree-Soilers were antagonistic toward each other. Neither 
party had a clear majority to elect a candidate to the Senate. 
As early as January 11, Stanley Matthews, Chase's chief lieutenant, 
reported that he had arranged a deal with the Democratic leadership on 
the following basis: "that it was very important that reliable Free- 
Soil members (Townsend and Morse) and the Democrats should cooperate 
together; that to that end, Pugh and Pierce should be admitted to seats 
in the contest, to justify which, the Democrats will assist in your 
election to the U. S. Senate, provided that in other matters of office 
the Democrats shall have two Supreme Judges, the presiding Judgeship in 
Hamilton County and other Democratic Counties, the Free-Soil men to have 
2 
their own selection in other counties." Without this coalition arranged 
by Matthews, Chase's possibility of becoming a U. S. Senator would have 
been nothing more than an exercise in futility. This agreement, which 
culminated a struggle of nearly three months ended with Chase being 
chosen as United States Senator. A feat had been accomplished which 
appeared almost impossible a few months earlier. 
When Chase took his seat in the U. S. Senate at Washington, D. C., 
Ï 
Ibid., p. 89. 
2 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 111. 
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on March 6, 1849, he began his first service as a public officer of the 
State or of the nation. Hart points out that Chase viewed himself as 
"the representative of the anti-slavery forces of the West, and at the 
same time was to take a powerful role in reshaping the Democratic 
party.Many of the men serving in the Senate at that time are re¬ 
corded in American History i.e., Clay, Webster, Douglas, Jefferson 
Davis, and James Mason to name only a few. 
The year 1850 was an important and eventful one in the history of 
the anti-slavery struggle. The South had expected to profit from 
foreign acquisition of land by adding new States to the slaveholding 
portion of the United States. This expectation was not realized be¬ 
cause Chase took an early opportunity to arouse Southern Senators by 
direct attack upon the institution of slavery. Chase fought the battle 
against slavery in the Senate almost singlehandedly. To a close friend 
he wrote: “you know how much we need men in Congress. There is not 
one in the Senate who is willing to adopt and carry out a systematic 
plan of operation against the slave power except myself. If I had four 
men who held the same relation to the Democratic Party in the Senate, 
the days of the doughfacery would be numbered. I alone symphathize with 
the Democratic principles to their anti-slavery application." 
Southern Senators opposed Chase being appointed to any committees. 
To illustrate this point, out of one hundred and twenty-two committee 
assignments, Chase did not receive a single assignment. Later in 1851, 
1Ibid., p. 112. 
2 
Ibid.. p. 113. 
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although he had enrolled himself officially as a "Democrat," he had 
only one committee assignment, the insignificant Committee of Revolu¬ 
tionary Claims. 
However, not being a member of any important committee did not 
silence Chase. He continued to vehemently oppose the extension of 
slavery into new States to be formed out of Texas. He declared on the 
floor of the Senate: "It is our duty to prohibit slavery extension 
into national territories, and its continuance where we are constitu¬ 
tionally responsible for its existence."* He further pointed out that 
the South had always had a majority of the judges on the Supreme Court 
and that no Northern man had filled the office of Chief Justice during 
2 
the nineteenth century. In one of his many arguments on the floor of 
the Senate he stated: "honesty is the best policy, justice the highest 
expediency, and principle the only proper basis of union in a political 
organization. Holding fast as I do to Democratic principles; believing 
firmly that all men are created equal, and are endowed by their Creator 
with inalienable rights of life and liberty, I desire to see those 
principles carried out boldly, earnestly, resolutely, in the practical 
administration of affairs. I wish to see the powers of this government 
exercised for the great objects of which the Constitution indicates-- 
for the perfection of our union; for the establishment of justice; for 
the common defense; for the security of liberty. . . we of the West 
- 
Ibid., p. 126. 
2 
The Chief Justices during the first half of the 19th Century were 
John Marshall of Virginia (1803-1835) and Roger B. Taney of Maryland 
(1835-1864). 
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are in the habit of looking upon the Union as we look upon the arch of 
heaven, without the thought that it can ever decay or fall. There are 
no great or real changes in those opinions and convictions which placed 
a majority pledged to free soil. It may be that you will succeed here 
in sacrificing the claims of freedom by some settlement carried through 
the forms of legislation. But the people will unsettle your settlement. 
It may be that you will determine that the territories shall not be 
secured by law against the ingress of slavery. The people will reverse 
your determination. It may be that you will succeed in burying the 
Ordinance of Freedom. But the people will write upon its Tomb-Resurgam 
'I shall rise again'--and the same history which records its resurrec¬ 
tion may also inform posterity that they who fancied it had killed the 
proviso and had only committed political suicide."^ This eloquent ad¬ 
dress failed to mobilize enough senatorial support to abolish the insti¬ 
tution of slavery and the slavery issue continued to divide the nation. 
As a senator, Chase considered and debated other questions than 
the issue of slavery, especially those dealing with public land. He 
was among the most ardent supporters of land grant bills. He regarded 
"public land as the estate of the people, and Congress merely as a 
trustee."^ Moreover, he boldly favored the admission of immigrants, and 
moved to strike out the limitation of "white" persons only. However, 
he opposed granting public land to railroad companies. 
Chase also spoke out against the construction of a new treasury 
Ï 
Quoted extensively from Schuckers, op. cit.. pp. 116-117. 
2 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 117. 
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building, and succeeded in striking out a clause for official resident 
for the Vice-President and heads of departments. He was diametrically 
opposed to expending public funds for high salaries, water works and 
certain perennial jobs. His watchdog attitude over public funds may 
have been instrumental in President Lincoln later selecting him as 
Secretary of the Treasury. This point of view will be thoroughly ex¬ 
amined below. 
Near the end of his term as senator in March, 1855, Chase had 
gradually gained the respect of most of his colleagues. "They could 
always count on him to oppose corrupt or extravagant expenditures of 
appropriations. And always count on him to restrain action of the fed¬ 
eral government within its proper sphere."*' On all phases of the slav¬ 
ery question he was the senator who cared most about it, and would never 
yield or compromise. When he left the Senate there was no one to take 
his place: 
1. The leaders of the Democratic Party were split over the 
internal affairs of the Union. 
2. The leaders of the Republican Party were too willing to 
yield a part of their platform if they could get the rest. 
Mr. Chase retired from the Senate on March 3, 1855. He did not 
seek a second term. It can only be assumed from his letter to John 
Paul, a close friend, why Chase did not seek a second term. His letter 
states in part: "with me opposing nationalized slaveholding and slave- 
catching and to slavery domination in our National Government, is a 
simple application of democratic principle. At the present moment I 
1Ibid., pp. 147-148. 
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regard the application of that principle as of paramount importance. I 
can therefore be a member of 'no party or political organization* which, 
in a free State, ignores the slavery question, or which reduces it to 
secondary consideration. Nor can I belong to any party which is anti¬ 
democratic in its character."^ It is also strongly inferred in his 
letter that he viewed the new Congress as pro-slavery, composed of men 
who were willing to compromise their convictions on the issue of slav¬ 
ery. 
Republican Governor 
The Democrats, Whigs and Free-soilers began to splinter over the 
extension of slavery in the mid-nineteenth century. During this time, 
the Republican Party, which was not formally founded until 1854, was 
gaining national prominence and strengthening its political organiza¬ 
tion. Chase's power of political organization, which was narrowly suc¬ 
cessful in the senatorial election of 1849, now brought to him a new 
dignity. On July 13, 1855, Chase was nominated as the Republican can¬ 
didate for Governor of Ohio. He looked upon his nomination as a public 
protest against the Missouri Compromise. He made several campaign 
speeches attacking the compromise and slavery in general. 
His campaign tactics, which always centered around the question of 
slavery, caused old Whigs and old Democrats to thoroughly hate him. 
They seized every opportunity to charge him with political wickedness 
and corruption in the State. However, the people knew of his strong 
character and regard for truth and justice. "The result of the election 
Ï 
Schuckers, op. cit.. pp. 156-157. 
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was decided by a majority vote of 15,550 for Chase; and the Republican 
Party at once attained an organization and discipline such as the Whig 
Party in the State, in its long period of existence, had never known."*- 
As Governor, Chase addressed himself at once to the duties of his 
position: promoting reforms wherever reforms were practicable; im¬ 
proving the public education system; largely reorganizing the military 
system in the State; and he lost no time in making the Voice of Ohio 
heard on the side of freedom and justice. 
For the first time in his life, Chase had been chosen to an im¬ 
portant office by popular vote. "This thought of popularity caused 
him to look upon himself as someday becoming 'president' Chase.^ It 
should be noted that many Republicans throughout the country were 
earnestly in favor of nominating Chase for the presidency as early as 
1856. They were familiar with his principles and accomplishments as 
Governor. But slavery-conservatism was still predominant in the party, 
and the party was not dominant in the nation. It was not likely to be¬ 
come so unless two things occurred: 
1. Compromise on a party candidate. 
2. Compromise on a party platform. 
These two factors alone would almost automatically exclude Chase, 
especially the latter one. For Chase was not a man of compromise on 
principles. Therefore, his nomination was forbidden because Chase 
could never campaign on a platform which was in direct conflict with 
1 
Schuckers, op. cit.. pp. 168-169. 
2 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 157. 
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his principles. At the Philadelphia Convention in 1856, Colonel John 
C. Freemont received the Republican Party nomination for president. 
Although Chase had another preference, he gave his full support to 
Colonel Freemont. When the ballots were finally counted "the Demo¬ 
cratic Party candidate, Mr. Buchanan, won by a clear majority of 60 
electoral votes. He received a total of 174 votes. 
The writer is not familiar with all the reports available concern¬ 
ing the Republican Party nomination of 1856, however, based upon Chase's 
record as a lawyer, senator, and governor it is felt that no one could 
have been better to run on the Republican platform which Declared in 
part: "That with our republican fathers, we hold it to be self evident 
truth, that all men are endowed with inalienable rights of life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness; that the primary object and ulterior De¬ 
sign of our Federal Government were, to secure these rights to all 
persons within its exclusive jurisdiction; and that, as our republican 
fathers when they had abolished slavery in our national territory, or¬ 
dained that no person should be deprived of life, liberty or property, 
without due process of law, it becomes our duty to maintain this pro¬ 
vision of the Constitution against all attempts to violate it for the 
purpose of establishing slavery in any territory of the United States, 
by positive legislation prohibiting its existence therein; that the 
Constitution confers upon Congress sovereign powers over the Territories 
those twin relics of barbarism and slavery." This indeed is a strong 
^Schuckers, op. cit.. p. 197. 
2 
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party platform against the institution of slavery and social injustice. 
It may have been written by Chase himself. Why Chase did not use his 
organization ability to secure the nomination can not be determined. 
According to Hart, "Chase overestimated other people's inclination to¬ 
ward him, and his weakness not to be on cordial terms of equal friend¬ 
ship with other Republican leaders"^ certainly can be considered im¬ 
portant factors. 
As Governor, Deflation of public funds plagued Chase's administra¬ 
tion during his first term in office. It was necessary for him to 
force the Secretary of Treasury to resign. His successor, after a 
short period of time as treasurer, misappropriated public funds and 
later committed suicide. These incidents to a great extent, threatened 
the public confidence in the Chase administration, for it was hard for 
him to admit that embezzlement had been going on among his friends. 
What action took place to provide more than $500,000 misappropriated in 
public funds is not quite clear. Schuckers' only explanation is that 
2 
Chase took immediate measures to save the credit of the State. The 
misappropriation of funds was a serious charge for a party about to 
face re-election. However, Chase's handling of the matter must have 
satisfied the majority of voters in the State. He was again nominated 
for Governor even though his enemies charged him personally with the 
defalcation of public funds. Despite all opposing influences, he was 
3 
re-elected by a small majority of less than fifteen hundred votes. 
1Ibid., p. 160. 
2Ibid.. p. 187. 
3Ibid.. p. 188. 
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Governor Chase delivered his second inaugural address on January 
11, 1858, pledging to continue his fight against slavery and to make 
Ohio the model State in the Union. He declared: 
Larger experience and better information will enable 
me to accomplish something more for the public good than 
has been hitherto effected; but my aims, my purpose and my 
principles must remain unchanged. The institutions of Ohio 
were in precise harmony with the ideal of a State as it 
existed in the minds of the master-builders of the Confed¬ 
eracy and of the Union. This ideal demanded, first of all, 
the absolute freedom of every individual guanteed and se¬ 
cured by impartial law. There was nothing narrow, nothing 
illiberal, nothing unjust in this ideal. It welcomed the 
immigrant to freest participation with the home-bom in the 
inestimable blessing of popular institutions. It pledged 
the State, to be founded under it, to perpetual union with 
her sister States. It establishes sovereignty of the people 
upon the indestructible—and the only indestructible founda¬ 
tion, that of the RIGHTS OF MAN. Organized under these 
auspices and in accordance with this ideal, Ohio may justly 
be styled the Model State of the American Union. It is an 
honorable—a gratifying distinction. 
Similar speeches were given throughout the State and the people re¬ 
gained confidence in his administration. Moreover, the Governor grew 
more familiar to the people of the Country, and as the time grew near 
for the nomination of a Republican presidental Candidate in 1860 he 
attracted wider attention. His supporters were to be founded in every 
congressional district in the free States. He was not without friends 
even in some slave districts. "The steady and excellent course of his 
administration in Ohio was warmly welcomed by Republicans, and had ex- 
2 
torted praise even from his political enemies. Although Chase as a 
potential presidental candidate had carefully prepared himself for the 
1 
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Republican party nomination, the Republican party had not materially 
changed from what it had been in 1856. Nationally it was still a con¬ 
servative party--the success of the party in 1860 depended upon the 
selection of candidates who could unit the various factions in the 
party. 
Chase began his campaign early. He tried hard to inspire his 
friends and to impress the public. He asked his followers to say good 
things about him in their correspondence. He went to the Dartmouth 
College Commencement for the first time in thirty-five years. These 
and other actions were calculated to motivate the public behind his 
candidacy.*- 
When the Republican convention met in Chicago, the Ohio delegation 
showed internal weakness. Without the full support of the Ohio delega¬ 
tion, there was little reason for Chase to expect other State delega¬ 
tions to support his candidacy. Despite this lack of support, Chase 
received respectable support on the first and second ballots. After 
the third ballot, Chase had lost considerable support. Meanwhile, at 
the end of the third ballot, Lincoln lacked one and a half votes of a 
nomination. The Ohio delegation immediately transferred to him four 
votes, which was more than enough votes to win the nomination. Chase 
approved the transfer of votes to Lincoln without protest. He also 
took an active part in Lincoln's campaign. 
On February 2, 1860, Chase was re-elected to the Senate of the 
United States. His election was the spontaneous work of the Republican 
- 
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party, and was gratifying to Republicans throughout the country. "Out 
of one-hundred and thirty-five votes case in joint conventions of the 
Legislature, Chase received seventy-six."^ 
Lincoln was determine to utilize the service of Chase in his cab¬ 
inet . The new administration needed men of strong character to lead a 
nation about to face Civil War. "The State of South Carolina was pre- 
2 
paring to deliberately withdraw from the Union." Lincoln offered the 
job of Secretary of Treasury to Chase, remembering that Chase, almost 
alone of the Republican party leaders outside of Illinois, had given 
him active support by coming into the State and aiding him in his cele¬ 
brated campaign against Douglas. Chase refused to accept the appoint¬ 
ment. He felt that he was more capable of serving as Secretary of 
State. Lincoln had offered this position to William H. Seward, who was 
generally recognized as a leader in the Republican Party, which Seward 
had accepted. 
Without further consulting Chase, on March 4, 1861, Lincoln an¬ 
nounced that he had appointed Chase to be Secretary of Treasury. This 
strategy was carefully planned on a day Chase was absent from the 
Senate. When he returned to the floor of the Senate he was informed 
that the Senate had unanimously confirmed his appointment. Chase was 
too embarrassed to decline. 
Secretary of Treasury 
The critical conditions of public affairs during the closing months 
Ï 
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of President Buchanan's administration and the general apprehension 
that they must culminate in Civil War, had materially damaged the pub¬ 
lic credit some time before Mr. Lincoln's inauguration. The compara¬ 
tively small necessities of the government during the last session of 
the Thirty-sixth Congress were met with serious difficulties, and at 
rates and under circumstances which showed how extensive the loss of 
confidence really was. To this end Chase's public services were un¬ 
questionably important.*- Treasury notes had been disposed of at a loss 
to the government. Under the former Secretary, the Treasury had been 
borrowing money at a high rate of interest than it was charging on 
other governmental securities. The fact simply meant that the United 
States Government was hopelessly facing financial disasters. 
Chase assumed his duties as Secretary of Treasury on March 7, 1861. 
At first he gave most of his attention to the Treasury Department which 
was in a chaotic state. He utilized the acts passed by Congress to 
negotiate loans which former Secretary of the Treasury Dix had failed 
to use. His firmness in handling Treasury affairs inspired confidence 
and preserved the further decline of the miserably depressed condition 
of the public credit. "It became clear that the finances were to be 
controlled more with reference to intrinsic value of the Governmental 
2 
securities than to the wishes or interests of brokers and speculators." 
Not only did Chase inspire confidence in the general public, but 
*David Donald, Inside Lincoln's Cabinet (New York: Longmans, 
Green and Co., 1954), p. 4. 
2 
Schuckers, op. cit.. p. 213. 
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confidence was also inspired in many prominent and influential capital¬ 
ists . 
The bureaucracy of the Treasury Department grew mightily under 
Chase's administration. War taxes caused the creation of Internal 
Revenue Division, and the establishment of the national banking system 
necessitated a new comptroller of currency. Additional clerks had to 
be hired to issue treasury notes, bonds and paper currency. Chase also 
employed numerous politically influential assistant treasurers, custon- 
house officials and internal revenue men throughout the nation. 
Chase made appointments to the Treasury Department without consult¬ 
ing the president or Congress. Donald points out that "Republican Con¬ 
gressmen were no more successful than cabinet members in influencing 
Chase. The Secretary flatly refused to acquiesce in their demands to 
control treasury appointments."^ The exclusive appointment of Chase's 
friends became so critical that President Lincoln, on a few important 
occasions, had to intervene. Chase regarded the President's interven¬ 
tion as an infringement of his necessary administrative freedom. Chase 
ignored one important factor in party politics, i.e. the President had 
to cooperate with Congressmen in appointments if he expected their 
support for crucial wartime legislation. To this end Chase was hesi¬ 
tant to cooperate. Chase felt that all Treasury Department appoint¬ 
ments should be made by him in order to maintain his department's effi¬ 
ciency. His political enemies, however, claimed that the Secretary was 
blind to malfeasance of those who favored his own political prospects. 
1 
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The matter of appointments continued to perplex the president and Re¬ 
publican Congressmen, and it became quite apparent that sooner or later 
the president would have to take affirmative action. 
The real contribution of Chase's administration was his ability to 
handle Civil War finances. In addition to floating Governmental se¬ 
curities to finance the war, the Secretary was expected to confiscate 
rebel property which was to be connected into income for the Union Army. 
"It was also the function of the Secretary of the Treasury to make and 
enforce regulations for external commerce so as to prevent goods sent 
out of the United States from finding their way eventually in the hands 
of the enemies."*- This additional responsibility meant more political 
patronage for the Secretary. 
The critics of the Chase administration did not take several im¬ 
portant factors into consideration. The Secretary did not inherit an 
on going concern. The United States was on the edge of bankruptcy as a 
result of the poor management under the Buchanan's administration. Be¬ 
fore Chase, no one had the courage or authority to demand a regular 
system of taxation and an economic administration. "Chase was confront¬ 
ed, therefore, with virtually an empty Treasury, with a mounting file 
of requisitions to be paid, with an inherited American reluctance to pay 
taxes, «md with a popular faith that some panacea could cure the Treas- 
2 
ury problems." It should be pointed out that the new Secretary was not 
an economic scholar, nor did Civil War crisis permit a deliberate 
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formation of his fiscal policies. This means that from the very start 
Chase's financial plans had to be marked with a high degree of impro¬ 
visation. The length of the Civil War made it almost impossible for 
the Secretary to determine the amount of revenue that would be needed 
or necessary to finance the war. He often overestimated revenue from 
tariff and taxation. However, the Secretary was operating with un¬ 
tested assistants to meet unascertained demands from uncertain re¬ 
sources. "The difficulties he faced were in part inherited, and the 
gradual restoration of Federal Credit was due to the Secretary's reputa¬ 
tion for efficiency and integrity."*- 
The Civil War placed Lincoln's administration in the midst of 
great difficulties. The magnitude of the war was enormously beyond all 
expectation; and the wisest in Congress and the administration could 
not forecast its issue. Although we were at peace with foreign nations, 
they looked upon the American tragedy with anxiety. At home the 
political elements were not united in support of the war. Lincoln had 
requested an army of approximately four hundred thousand men, instead 
2 
approximately seven hundred and fifty thousand men had been accepted. 
This proposed a tremendous burden on an almost empty treasury. "The 
daily expenditures approximated to two million dollars; three hundred 
and fifty million dollars were necessary to carry the Government through 
3 
the end of the fiscal year (June 30, 1862)." At that rate of 
1Ibid.. p. 36. 
2 
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expenditures it was estimated that the Treasury would be completely 
empty in fifty days. Income from taxes was still hopelessly inadequate 
loans could not be procured, except of bank notes and upon inadmis¬ 
sible discounts. These and other problems had to be resolved by Chase. 
The Civil War had to be financed through borrowing, and it was 
Chase's loan policy which provided the necessary funds. The money 
borrowed by Chase was spent almost faster than it was received. It 
should be noted that Congress had full authority over the expenditures 
of federal funds. The gross demands on the Secretary of Treasury be¬ 
came almost unbearable. No other Secretary in history had been faced 
with Civil War problems, which made the economic production of a 
nation difficult, if not impossible to forecast. 
It should also be mentioned that during this time Lincoln relied 
heavily upon Chase for advice concerning military strategy. The new 
Chief Executive needed information, judgment, and principle, for he 
faced the most serious crisis in the nation's history. Chase was in¬ 
fluential in determining military appointments. When generals and 
governors received no answer from the inefficient War Department, they 
would call on Chase. Chase would go to the War Department himself in 
their behalf. And he got results. Moreover Chase was instrumental in 
getting Secretary Cameron removed from the War Department and selected 
as minister to Russia.* The Secretary was also instrumental in getting 
Edwin M. Stanton appointed in Cameron's place. To Chase's surprise, he 
learned that the new Secretary of War intended to run his own 
- 
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department. Competent professionals were brought into the department 
to handle the war problems. Ignored by the makers of strategy, Chase 
lacked the information which would permit him to understand the plans 
and difficulties of the Union commanders, and he became, therefore, 
sharply critical of their failure to bring victory. The disgruntled 
and the ambitious, the would-be-heroes and the has been generals cap¬ 
tured Chase's ear and filled his mind with complaints and projects 
which Chase, without much success, attempted to peddle to his cabinet 
colleagues."^ After 1862, Chase was almost as remote from the making 
of political decisions as he was removed from the planning of strategy. 
This was a tremendous blow to Chase's political prestige because in the 
early stages of the war he had been consulted on all important deci¬ 
sions . 
As the war dragged on, with victory as far away as ever, Chase's 
financial responsibilities daily became heavier. Chase's remoteness 
from the seat of power led him to oppose the handling of the war. "Ex¬ 
tremists and fanatics who attacked the administration's slowness to 
free Southern slaves learned that they would receive a ready hearing at 
2 
the Treasury department." 
The less Chase was consulted on broad matters of governmental 
policy, the more extreme his views became. His attitude became such 
that it was almost Impossible to consult with him. When the president 
did call upon the Secretary of Treasury for advice, he was likely to 
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receive stately moral discourses.^ Chase began to tell his friends 
that "the failures and weaknesses of the executive branch rested not 
2 
upon himself or his cabinet colleagues, but upon the president alone." 
It was probably inevitable that Chase should emerge into outright oppo¬ 
sition to Lincoln. The two seemed to have been constructed to become 
antagonists. Chase was assured of his own uprightness and convinced of 
his ability, but he had little sympathy for Lincoln's humility. Chase 
was formal and unbending in manner; Lincoln, informal to a degree and 
flexible to the point of opportunism. Chase was always embarking on 
grandiose projects and was forever disappointed when they failed. 
Lincoln could be contented with small victories. It should not be for¬ 
gotten that Lincoln and Chase did work together as a team for three 
critical years. "Lincoln had a more profound understanding of his 
Secretary's character. Recognizing his deficiencies, he admired and 
trusted Chase's handling of heavy burdens imposed on the Treasury De- 
„3 
partment. 
By 1864, Chase was facing crisis after crisis. With a fall elec¬ 
tion coming up, Congress failed to adopt his rigorous proposals for 
taxation, new government loans, reduced interest rates and bond sales 
almost ceased. Chase felt that the president failed to give his full 
support in these matters. Moreover, the president was taking a firmer 
hand in treasury appointees. Chase called this "meddling" in his 
^Ibid.. p. 22. 
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department's policies. To safeguard his political future, his admin¬ 
istrative staff, and his financial policies, he had to secure positive 
presidential backing, and as he had often done before, he submitted his 
resignation to the president. Much to his surprise, it was accepted. 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORY OF THE PERIOD 
Chief Justice and the Court 
Chief Justice Roger B. Taney died at the age of 87, in October, 
1864. The nation waited anxiously for the naming of his successor by 
President Lincoln. This was an opportunity for the president to re¬ 
store to the court high character which was given to it by former Chief 
Justice John Marshall. It was also an opportunity to mould new consti¬ 
tutional law which was so desperately needed in a nation divided by 
Civil War. Chief Justice Taney's States Rights decisions were no long¬ 
er in tune with a nation that must re-interpret the problems of slavery 
and find an orderly solution to reconstruction. Despite the pressing 
need to appoint a new Chief Justice, Lincoln had to consider the up¬ 
coming presidential election. "Lincoln passed the word that he would 
not make the appointment to the Chief Justiceship until after the elec¬ 
tion, but that he had made up his mind that the right man for the job 
was Chase. He needed the help of Chase and was not in position to ask 
for it." This was sufficient, for Chase campaigned hard for Lincoln's 
election. This was a shrewd political move on the part of Lincoln. By 
announcing that he planned to appoint Chase as Chief Justice accom¬ 
plished two important things: 
1. This eliminated Chase from the Republican race in 1864. 
Ï 
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2. Lincoln needed Chase's help during the heated campaign to 
unify the Republican Party i.e., voters who strongly 
favored the abolition of slavery. 
It should be noted that Chase and Lincoln had serious disagreements 
while Chase served as Secretary of Treasury. Many of Lincoln's ad¬ 
visors encouraged him to forget about his promise to appoint Chase to 
the Court. Some of his opponents felt that Chase was too old, although 
he was only fifty-six;^ three years younger than Taney when he was 
appointed to the Court. Other party members wanted to see Associate 
Justice Swayne promoted to Chief Justice. Each special interest group 
had its reason for wanting its man appointed Chief Justice, and in 
order to accomplish this end they felt it necessary to attack Chase. 
The debate continued alleging that Chase had been out of legal practice 
since 1850 and was not capable of coping with the modern development of 
Constitutional law. Others felt that he could not disassociate his 
opinions from political considerations, and that he would use this high 
office to become president. 
The president postponed acting upon the appointment until a month 
after the presidential election. Finally on December 6, 1864, Lincoln 
appointed Chase Chief Justice of the United States. After much delib¬ 
eration, Lincoln decided "there is not one man in the Union who would 
2 
make as good a Chief Justice as Chase." Mr. Lincoln, like former 
Charles Warren, The Supreme Court in United States History 




presidents, "preferred to call to that high office a statesman, who had 
already secured the attention and respect, if not the friendship, of 
the whole country, trusting, that Chase with eminent success, judicial 
capacity and high merit would utilize the office of Chief Justice to 
secure the confidence of all classes and parties."*' 
On Thursday, December 15, 1864, Chief Justice Chase took his seat 
on the bench. Five of the nine justices then on the bench were Lincoln 
appointees, and only three had participated in the famous Dred Scott 
decision. It was virtually a new court, therefore, that was to pass 
upon the questions arising out of the Civil War and reconstruction. To 
further understand the decisions made by the Chase Court it is necessary 
to give brief biographical data on the other eight Justices. It should 
be noted that the Justices are listed in alphabetical order and not in 
the order of their appointment to the court: 
Justice Nathan Clifford of Maine was appointed to the court by 
President Buchanan in 1858. He served as United States Attorney General 
2 
under President James K. Polk in 1847. That Clifford was a capable 
and able lawyer had been well established before his appointment to the 
Office of Attorney General. What boosted his prestige was his handling 
of the famous Dorr Rebellion—a case involving the people of Rhode 
Island to change their form of government without the assent of the 
existing Government. Before the Supreme Court Attorney General Clifford 
1Ibid.. p. 407. 
2 
Homer Cummings and Carl McFarland, Federal Justice (New York: 
The Macmillian Company, 1937), p. 117. 
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argued in favor of the Dorr party, and attorneys Webster and Whipple in 
opposition. After Webster's argument, it was felt that Dorrism had 
been completely demolished as far as the constitutionality of the case 
was concerned. However, the eloquent and impressive argument given by 
Mr. Clifford caused members of the Supreme Court to step forward to con¬ 
gratulate him. Very little is known about his former education and 
political background, except that he was a Democrat. 
Justice David Davis was a close friend of Abraham Lincoln who ap¬ 
pointed him to the Supreme Court in 1862. Davis was born in Maryland 
and graduated from Kenyon College. He attended Yale Law School and be¬ 
gan his law practice in his hometown in Bloomington, Illinois. He 
served in the Illinois legislature as a member of the Whig Party. In 
1848 he became a state circuit judge, a post he held for 14 years. He 
took an active part in the organization of the Republican Party, and 
in the Republican Convention of 1860 he led the fight for Lincoln's 
nomination to the presidency. "His reputation as a Supreme Court Jus¬ 
tice rests almost entirely on his opinion in the Milligan Case."*’ In 
this decision he ruled with the majority that neither the President nor 
2 
Congress had the power to institute a military Commission. In 1872, 
he was nominated for president by the Labor Reform Party. Finally in 
1877, after being elected United States Senator from Illinois, Justice 
Davis resigned from the Supreme Court to resume his political activi¬ 
ties . 
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Justice Stephen J. Field was appointed to the Supreme Court by 
Abraham Lincoln on March 16, 1863. Justice Field was forty-six years 
of age and had sewed as Judge and Chief Justice of the Supreme Court 
of California. "Though a Democrat in politics, he had been a strong 
Union man, and his appointment received hearty applause throughout the 
1 
county, regardless of politics." He began his judicial career with a 
general bias in favor of individual rights, and for a time no diffi¬ 
culties appeared. Before very long, however, this value system was 
complicated by his own growing political ambition and a special em¬ 
phasis on the sanctity of economic freedom. "In the hierachy of his 
values that finally emerged the property right was the transcendent 
value; political ambition ranked next when it was relevant; and the 
cause of human or civil rights was subordinate to these higher values."^ 
Justice Robert C. Grier of Pennsylvania was appointed to the Su- 
3 
preme Court by President Polk on August 4, 1846. Grier was forty-two 
years of age, and had been Judge of the District Court of Allegheny 
County for eigiht years. Justice Grier was generally regarded as pro- 
4 
slavery by the press and anti-slavery forces. 
Justice Samuel F. Miller of Iowa was appointed to the United States 
Supreme Court by President Lincoln on July 16, 1862, at the age of 
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forty-six.'*’ Justice Miller had very little formal training in the legal 
profession. Boni in the State of Kentucky, 'Miller received a medical 
degree and practiced medicine in his native state for nearly ten years. 
While practicing medicine, he began to read law, and in 1847 was ad¬ 
mitted to the Kentucky Bar. In 1850, however, he moved to the State of 
Iowa because his home state refused to end slavery. He was considered 
by many to be Lincoln's best judicial appointment, because of his log¬ 
ical thinking and keen intelligence. He strongly believed that the 
scope of judicial review should be limited so that the people and other 
2 
organs of government could assume their respective roles." Justice 
Miller viewed the Supreme Court as a branch of government without 
patronage or control. The necessity for a Supreme Court was for the 
protection of rights guaranteed by the Constitution and by the laws of 
the land.^ 
Justice Samuel Nelson was appointed to the United States Supreme 
Court by President Tyler on February 14, 1845, during the closing days 
of his administration. Justice Nelson had been a lawyer of conspic¬ 
uous ability, fifty-two years old, a Judge of the Supreme Court of New 
4 
York for fourteen years and for seven years its Chief Justice. 
Justice Noah H. Swayne was appointed to the United States Supreme 
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Court on January 22, 1862, by President Lincoln. Justice Swayne of 
Ohio, age fifty-seven, had no judicial experience, although he was a 
member of the Ohio Bar. Justice Swayne believed in the fundamental 
rights of life, liberty and property which are reflected in his opinions 
on the bench.* 
Justice James M. Wayne was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1835 
by Andrew Jackson. Justice Wayne, a Georgian, served under the Chief 
Justiceship of John Marshall, and it was felt by many of his political 
friends that he should have been elevated to the office of Chief Justice 
after the death of Taney. 
Before Lincoln, only President Andrew Jackson had been able to ap¬ 
point a majority to the court. Now, Lincoln had achieved the same dis¬ 
tinction as Jackson by appointing five Judges co the Supreme Court, a 
new era of judicial interpretation was about to begin. 
Slavery and the War 
The subject of slavery has received more attention in Constitu¬ 
tional history of the United States than any other subject. The Fugi¬ 
tive Slave Act of 1793, Missouri Compromise and Compromise of 1850 were 
directly concerned with the institution of slavery. "Concern for 
slavery furnished the driving power back of theories of state rights 
and of limitation upon the power of federal government which for many 
decades hampered the expansion of federal power. Concern for the pro¬ 
tection of the Common Clause of the Constitution, of Clauses having to 
2 
do with the rights of citizens, and of other important provisions." 
Carl B. Swisher, American Constitutional Development (New York: 
Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1954), p. 341. 
^Swisher, op. cit.. p. 230. 
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The subject of slavery became a perplexing question of economics with 
the acquisition of new national territory. Slavery proceeded to be 
profitable to the agricultural South. If it was permitted to expand 
unchecked into new territory, very soon the slave power would have a 
more profound voice in determining national affairs than any other 
region in the nation. So it was inevitable that "the clash of interest 
between slavery and non-slavery groups brought on the crisis of a Civil 
War which threatened the complete destruction of the American Constitu¬ 
tional system."*' The American people, in almost every other struggle, 
had been able to resolve their differences through peaceful means. How¬ 
ever, slavery was an economic struggle and only the South stood to profit 
from its continued existence. Slavery represented large-scale produc¬ 
tion and large profits for the South. Therefore, by not permitting 
slavery to expand into new territory meant that the South's sphere of 
economic influence would be seriously curtailed. By permitting slavery 
to expand the North or non-slavery states sphere of influence would 
certainly be jeopardized. Therefore, it is easy to understand why the 
South favored stronger state's rights and the North a stronger centered 
government. According to Kenneth M. Stampp, "the use of slaves in 
southern agriculture was a deliberate choice made by men who sought 
greater returns than they could obtain from their own labor alone, and 
2 
who found other types of labor more expensive." At least two other 
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factors should be mentioned why the South wanted to expand the institu¬ 
tion of slavery: (1) poor crop rotation had seriously curtailed the 
output per acre of the once fertile and productive soil. More territory 
was needed to insure huge profits for the South. (2) Slavery gave dig¬ 
nity and social status to large plantation owners. Any change which 
favored the abolition of slavery was viewed with hostility in the South. 
It is difficult to pinpoint the decline of slavery as an institu¬ 
tion in America. In 1857, it became quite apparent with the Dred Scott 
decision that the expansion of slavery could not be prohibited through 
legislation. In this decision Taney's Court held that the Missouri Com¬ 
promise was illegal. This decision alerted the nation that "the na¬ 
tional government had no constitutional power to forbid slavery in new 
territories."^ The decision was bias in favor of the South and State's 
Rights and helped to precipitate the Civil War. 
Realizing that approximately three-fifth of the nation's population 
was in direct opposition to the Dred Scott decision, the Court took 
2 
somewhat of a softer stand in the Kentucky V. Dennison Case. Early in 
1861, a free Negro fugitive escaped from Kentucky into Ohio to avoid 
punishment. Kentucky demanded the Governor of Ohio to surrender the 
fugitive for trial in Kentucky. The governor failed to act, and Ken¬ 
tucky sought a writ of mandamus from the Supreme Court directing Gover¬ 
nor Dennison to return the fugitive. The Supreme Court ruled that the 
Ï 
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governor should return the fugitive, but the federal government, under 
the Constitution, had no power to compel the governor to act. And that 
such power would disable him from performing his obligation to the 
state.* This late action on the part of the Court did little, if any¬ 
thing, to deter the nation from engaging in Civil War. 
The Civil War was the supreme test of American democracy and Con¬ 
stitutional law. In order to meet emerging crises, Lincoln expanded the 
powers of the president as no other president had done before or since. 
"Lincoln tended to the view that in war the Constitution restrains Con¬ 
gress more than it restrains the President. And probably no president 
has carried the power of proclamation and executive order (independently 
o 
of Congress) so far as did Lincoln." Among the most drastic steps 
taken by President Lincoln without authorization by Congress was that 
of empowering military commanders to suspend the writ of habeas corpus. 
This privilege is granted by Article I, Section 9, Clause 2 of the U. S. 
Constitution. Inasmuch as it had not been determined who had the right 
to suspend the writ in cases of rebellion or invasion of public safety, 
the president assumed that he had this authority. "There were no judi¬ 
cial decisions to indicate whether he was right or wrong.In several 
1 
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1 2 3 
cases; Exparte Merryman, Exparte Milligan, and Ex Parte Vallanighan, 
the Supreme Court stopped the president's power to suspend the writ of 
habeas corpus. In the first two cases the court held that the president 
did not have constitutional authority to suspend the writ of habeas 
corpus. Moreover, military authority had gone beyond suspension of the 
writ, it had usurped judicial authority which was explicit in the con¬ 
stitution. In the Vallanighan Case, however, the Supreme Court refused 
to interfere basing its decision on the technical grounds that whatever 
the merits of the case; it had no jurisdiction, because there was no 
legal method of appealing from a military commission to the Supreme 
Court. 
During the Civil War the Supreme Court expressed no opinions on 
the question of slavery. It also staved off cases which involved such 
political questions. The validity of Acts passed by Southern States to 
sucede from the Union was handled in the same manner. 
Meanwhile, Lincoln continued to expand his executive powers during 
the Civil War. By proclamations of April 19 and April 27, 1961, the 
president gave notice of the blockade of southern parts. By announcing 
the blockade, the president gave notice that war was taking place be¬ 
tween two belligerents. '*The question of law was complicated by the 
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fact that Congress was not in session." Under Article I, Section 8, 
only Congress has the power to declare war. Nevertheless, the President 
viewed this action as coming within his war powers under the Constitu¬ 
tion. 
The First Amendment to the Constitution guarantees the freedom of 
press. During the war, Union secrets were being leaked to the Confed¬ 
eracy. In 1861, the Federal Government reached an agreement with editors 
whereby newspapers would obtain from printing anything that would give 
aid and comfort to the enemy. For various reasons, however, the agree- 
2 
ment was broken. Therefore, in January, 1862, Congress authorized the 
President to take possession of railroads and telegraph lines in the 
United States. All newspapers publishing military news not authorized 
by the Secretary of War, Commanding generals or other officials were to 
be excluded from receiving information by telegraph or from transporting 
their papers by railroad. The fact that no cases appeared before the 
Supreme Court questioning the constitutionality of the censorship act 
is probably attributed to several important factors: 
1. Newspapers sent communication in code. 
2. Messengers were employed to carry news stories direct from 
news reporters to editors. 
3. The use of mail became an important means of avoiding the 
1 
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use of telegraph. 
After the war accelerated, it became apparent that federal legisla¬ 
tion involving the militia, which was passed in 1795, was insufficient 
to meet military needs. Prior to the war, the militia was strickly volun 
tary. The national figure had been arbitrarily set at 75,000 men. And 
most of the recruitment had been delegated to the States. The governor 
of each state was the Commander-in-Chief, however, the militia could be 
federalized to meet national emergency needs. It should be noted that 
the Constitution, Article I, Section 8, gives power to Congress "to pro¬ 
vide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia and to provide 
for calling forth the militia to execute the Laws of the Union." How¬ 
ever, since States had been enrolling men for the militia, it was viewed 
as coming within their constitutional authority. Congress passed the 
Militia Act of July 17, 1862, giving the President authority to reach 
down into the States to supervise the enrollment of men into the militia 
who were to serve as Union soldiers. The Act proved to be inadequate 
because two governments, federal and state, were exercising power over 
the same territory and the same men.* On March 3, 1863, Congress pro¬ 
vided for the conscription of men directly into national forces bypass¬ 
ing the States. Critics held the Conscription Act to be unconstitutional 
However, cases involving the constitutionality of the act never reached 
the Supreme Court. It was not until 1917 when the Supreme Court unani¬ 
mously ruled that the Federal Government had Constitutional power to 
2 
raise armies by conscription. 
*Ibid.. pp. 292-293. 
2The Supreme Court held the Selective Service Act of 1917 to be 
constitutional. 
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One of the most drastic measures enacted to suppress the enemy was 
the Confiscation Act of March 6, 1861. This Act empowered the President 
to seize and condemn property devoted to hostile use without due process 
of law. Only such property as was used "in aid of the rebellion" was 
seized under this act. However, in the Thirty-Seventh Congress the 
Radicals succeeded in passing a far more sweeping measure known as the 
"second confiscation," one of the most drastic laws ever enacted by the 
American Congress. The law covered three main subjects: 
1. The punishment of treason 
2. The confiscation of property 
3. The emancipation of slaves. 
Persons convicted of treason against the United States were to be punish¬ 
ed by death or fine or imprisonment. As to confiscation, the main pro¬ 
vision was the inmediate forfeiture to the United States all the property 
of Officers of the Confederate government without warning and a similar 
forfeiture after 60 days' warning in the case of all other persons who 
supported the rebellion. 
Lincoln and Emancipation 
Prior to the Civil War it was generally accepted that slavery was 
a domestic institution of the States, and that as a State institution 
it was outside Federal jurisdiction and American Constitutional law. 
Very little had been done, if anything, in terms of Federal legislation 
to completely abolish the institution of slavery. "When the Civil War 
came, however, it was widely believed that the Federal Government ac¬ 
quired a power in this field which in peace time it did not have. This 
extraordinary authority to strike at slavery during the great national 
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emergency was what President Lincoln interpreted as war power over 
slaveryNorthern radicals began to counsel the president, "the 
government can not succeed in the attempt to put down rebellion with 
the left hand while supporting slavery with the right hand as it is now 
2 
doing." Among those urging the president to take immediate action was 
Salmon P. Chase. Moreover, Chase was not satisfied with the President's 
3 
gradual move toward emancipation. He viewed the war as an opportunity 
to abolish slavery, an institution he had sought to abolish throughout 
his public and private career. 
"Though Chase had no strong influence in any of the legislative 
measures relative to slavery, he was always the mainspring of anti¬ 
slavery influence within the cabinet of the President. Through him, 
the abolitionists throughout the country appealed for action by the 
President to stamp out forever the institution of slavery. Chase never 
faltered, but used all the influence he possessed upon the President and 
4 
his fellow cabinet members to secure the desired proclamation." 
On September 22, 1862, President Lincoln submitted a draft copy of 
the Emancipation to his cabinet for their review and suggestions. Lin¬ 
coln cautioned the cabinet "that I do not wish your advice about main 
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matters, for that I have determined for myself. This I say without in¬ 
tending anything but respect for anyone of you. But I already know the 
views of each on this question. If there is anything in the expressions 
I use, or in any other minor matter, which any one of you thinks had 
best be changed, I shall be glad to receive the suggestions."^ 
After the President read his Emancipation Proclamation before the 
cabinet Mr. Chase followed saying, "what you have said, Mr. President, 
fully satisfies me that you have given to every proposition which has 
been made a kind and candid consideration. And you have now expressed 
the conclusion to which you have arrived clearly and distinctly. This 
is your right, and under your oath of office your duty to do. The proc¬ 
lamation does not, indeed, mark out exactly the course I should myself 
prefer. But I am ready to take it just as it is written and stand by 
2 
it with all my heart." 
On September 22, 1862, President Lincoln issued a preliminary 
Emancipation Proclamation. There were several weaknesses in the first 
proclamation: 
1. It did not apply to border States. 
2. It called for federal aid to loyal slave States volun¬ 
tarily adopting immediate or gradual abolishment. 
3. The emancipation gave slave States one hundred days to 
decide if they wish to comply. 
Lincoln's first Emancipation treated the abolition of slavery as a 
- 
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voluntary action on the part of the States. He viewed State action as 
necessary to accomplish emancipation, and felt that the federal govern¬ 
ment had no constitutional power to take for-reaching steps on this mat¬ 
ter. It became apparent, however, that the economics of slavery was 
the primary cause of the war, and the appeal for a voluntary solution 
was not acceptable to the South. Stronger measures would be necessary. 
Lincoln felt that the only other constitutional measure available to 
him was the enactment of a Constitutional Amendment abolishing slavery. 
Therefore, on December 1, 1862, Lincoln presented before Congress a de¬ 
tailed emancipation which he wished adopted through a Constitutional 
Amendment.^ The amendment would have abolished slavery in every State 
by the year 1900. Congress took no action on the President's recommen¬ 
dation. 
Realizing that the first Emancipation had not received its intend¬ 
ed results, the President discussed immediate and stronger measures 
with his cabinet on December 31, 1862. Mr. Chase was one of the first 
to submit his suggestions on a final proclamation. Chase proposed two 
2 
alternatives: 
1. To make the proclamation apply to all parts of the seceded 
States except West Virginia. 
2. To omit any phases which might be construed to incite 
servile insurrections. 
Chase also wrote a lengthy letter to the president on the same day 
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outlining what the president should say in his second Emancipation Proc¬ 
lamation.^ Lincoln did not favor the strong anti-slavery language in 
Chase's letter. However, the last paragraph of the Emancipation Proc¬ 
lamation issued on January 1, 1863, was written by Chase. The Proclama¬ 
tion, which is still being widely discussed in Constitutional law, con¬ 
tained the following words: 
Now therefore I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the 
United States, by virture of the power in me vested as Com¬ 
mander -in -Chief of the Army and Navy. . . in time of actual 
armed rebellion. . . ,and as a fit and necessary war mea¬ 
sure for suppressing said rebellion, do. . . order and 
designate. . . the following /as rebellious districts/, to- 
wit: Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana /except certain designated 
parishes/, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South 
Carolina, North Carolina and Virginia /except "West Virginia 
and certain other designated portions/. And. . . I do order 
and declare that all persons held as slaves within said 
designated States and parts of States are, and henceforth 
shall be, free; and that the Executive Government of the 
United States, including the military and naval authorities 
thereof, will recognize and maintain the freedom of said 
persons. 
And upon this act, sincerely believed to be an act of 
justice, warranted by the Constitution upon military neces¬ 
sity, 1 invoke the considerate judgement of mankind, and 
the gracious favor of Almighty God. 
The Emancipation Proclamation received immediate criticism and 
praise. On the negative side it was argued that the only authority or 
source of power that the president had was the Constitution, and that 
under the Constitution the president had no authority over slavery 
within the States. It was further argued that the proclamation violated 
2 
the "due process of law clause," by seizing private property. However, 
on the affirmative side it was admitted that the right of emancipation 
was not specifically granted by the constitution; but that the 
^Schuckers, op. cit., pp. 262-263. 
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Amendment V, U. S. Constitution. 
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Constitution authorizes the Government to wage war and therefore to 
exert war power against the enemy. During the Civil War belligerent 
rights were declared by the Supreme Court to belong to the United States 
in dealing with secessionist power.* Moreover, it became generally 
accepted that the President's war powers included the right to seize 
enemy property. 
Arguments concerning the Constitutionality of the Emancipation 
Proclamation continued to emerge during the Civil War period. For a 
final disposition of the slavery problem, a Constitutional Amendment 
became a legal necessity. Various acts passed by Congress in support 
of the Emancipation Proclamation had accomplished only peacemeal re¬ 
sults. Therefore, on February 1, 1865, Congress passed the Thirteenth 
Amendment to the Constitution: 
Article XIII 
Section 1. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as punish¬ 
ment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall 
exist within the United States, or any place subject to their jurisdic¬ 
tion. 
Section 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appro¬ 
priate legislation. 
On December 18, 1865, the Thirteenth Amendment was ratified by 
2 
twenty-seven of the thirty-six states. Lincoln did not live to see 
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emancipation legally consummated. However, his Emancipation Proclama¬ 
tion, which gave rise to the Thirteenth Amendment, will always serve as 
a major contribution toward understanding Constitutional law. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUPREME COURT AND RECONSTRUCTION 
Procedure of the Court 
Because the Supreme Court is the final arbiter in interpreting 
laws, including the Constitution, its role in determining constitution 
law is paramount. However, one should not have the impression that the 
court functions in a legal vacuum, with the justices from their Olympian 
heights "applying the law" based upon ready-made solutions. The Con¬ 
stitution has various meanings to different men, and there are times 
when the entire Court will interpret it in a fashion different from an 
earlier one. Its decisions upon important constitutional issues can 
only be understood within the context of the political, economic, and 
social circumstances of the time. A number of these decisions have had 
sweeping effects on the social order, the economy, the federal system, 
and individual liberty. No other Court in the world could effectuate 
such sweeping changes and with such finality as has the Supreme Court.^ 
Article III of the Constitution establishes "the judicial power of 
the United States" in "One Supreme Court." Since 1869 the Supreme Court 
has consisted of nine Justices. The method of the Supreme Court review 
2 
is essentially as follows: 
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From the State Courts 
1. Where a state court has invalidated a federal statute or 
treaty provision. 
2. Where a state court has upheld a state law or state con¬ 
stitutional provision allegedly in conflict with the fed¬ 
eral Constitution, law or treaties. 
From Courts of Appeal 
1. Where a federal law or treaty is held unconstitutional. 
2. Where a state law or Constitutional provision is held 
invalid because it conflict with a federal law, treaty 
or constitutional provision. 
From the district Courts (appeal direct to the Supreme Court) 
1. Where a federal statute with a criminal penalty is held 
unconstitutional. 
2. Where a judgment has been rendered in a suit to enforce 
the anti-trust laws, the Interstate Commerce Act, or 
Title II of the Federal Communication Act. 
3. Where three-judge courts grant or deny an injunction in 
suits to restrain enforcement of state statutes or fed¬ 
eral statutes, or orders of certain federal agencies. 
On Certiorar: (A review granted or denied at the discretion of the 
Supreme Court) 
From State Courts 
1. In all cases involving federal questions where the deci¬ 
sion is favorable to the claim under federal law, such as 
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decisions interpreting federal law or invalidating state 
laws, or where constitutional provisions are allegedly in 
conflict with federal law. 
From Court of Appeals 
1. Where a decision involves interpretation or application 
of the Constitution or federal laws or treaties. 
2. Where state laws and constitutional provisions have been 
challenged as contrary to federal law, and the court of 
appeals has held otherwise. 
The actual work of the Supreme Court falls under four heads—read¬ 
ing various papers, oral arguments, conference and opinions and deci¬ 
sions . 
The Reading Stage.—Each petition for certiorari and application 
for appeal demands extensive reading. With the assistance of his law 
clerks, each Justice must read a tremendous volume of printed matter. 
Besides cases actually reviewed on appeal or certiorari, there are ap¬ 
proximately 2,000 yearly petitions for certiorari that are denied re¬ 
view. 
Oral Argument.—The Court allow two hours for oral argument; one 
hour for appellant or practioner, the party seeking the review, and one 
hour for the appellee or respondent, the defendant on review. While 
the Court is sitting (the term runs from October through May, and some¬ 
times to the middle of June), During the period of the Chase Court, 
terms began in December and ran through March, every other year recon¬ 
vening for a May sitting. The justices rode circuit for much of the 
year. Arguments are heard daily Monday through Thursday. Usually the 
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court hears oral arguments for two weeks and then recesses for the prep¬ 
aration of opinions. Arguments are heard from 10 A.M. to 2:30 P.M., 
with a half-hour recess at 12 Noon for lunch. 
Conference.—Friday is conference day—the time set apart primarily 
for discussion and decision of cases argued during the week and such 
other cases as may have passed from earlier arguments. The meeting is 
behind closed doors and usually lasts from 12 Noon to 4:30 P.M. The 
Chief Justice presides. He usually calls first for reports from Jus¬ 
tices who have circulated opinions during the week, and then take up 
the cases that have been argued but not yet decided. He then calls for 
the opinions of the other Justices, usually in the order of seniority. 
When the members are prepared to vote, the order is reversed, the 
junior Justice voting first. The Chief Justice votes last. All cases 
are decided by a majority vote of the Justices after such study and 
discussion as each case seems to require. 
Opinion and Decisions.—In the evening after the Friday conference, 
if the Chief Justice is of the majority, he assigns the task of writing 
the opinion for the court; if not the senior Justice of the majority 
makes the assignment. The opinion, when prepared, is privately printed, 
and a copy placed in the hands of each member of the court for examina¬ 
tion and criticism. The opinion is rewritten after each Justice has 
made his review and comments. Thus, each majority opinion represents 
the mature conclusions of the majority, not merely those of the writer. 
If there are dissents, the senior member of the dissenting group 
may assign the opinion-writing duty; however, each dissenter may choose 
to write a separate opinion of his own. Dissenting opinions are worthy 
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of study, because they may yet become law. 
The discussion of the Procedure of the Court does not limit itself 
to the Chase period. The writer feels that it is important, especially 
to readers who are not students of political science, to fully under¬ 
stand the judicial process. Moreover, it is felt that readers of this 
paper will have a greater appreciation for the significant contributions 
the Chase Court made to the development of Constitutional law. 
A review of related literature concerning the procedure of the 
Court did not reveal whether or not the Chase Court followed a different 
procedure. However, since 1869, this has been the general procedure of 
the Supreme Court. 
Andrew Johnson and Impeachment 
One of the major struggles during reconstruction occurred between 
President Andrew Johnson and Congress concerning the extension of the 
Constitution over the varied civil and political rights of individuals. 
Prior to his death, President Lincoln had been less venomous toward the 
enemy than radical members of Congress had desired. The new President, 
Andrew Johnson, had been one of the original members of the joint com¬ 
mittee on the conduct of the war. For this reason radical members of 
Congress assumed that his sentiments were still in harmony with their 
own. The expected harmony was not achieved. Johnson, a resident of 
Tennessee, was much less vindictive toward the South than the radicals 
expected. 
During the summer of 1865, President Johnson formulated a program 
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for the restoration of Southern States to the Union. The President 
viewed the restoration of Southern States to the Union as an executive, 
not a legislative, function.^ So in his annual message to Congress in 
December, 1865, the President "reported that provisional governors had 
been appointed for the states conventions called, governors elected, 
legislatures assembled, and senators and representatives chosen to the 
Congress. As far as possible the federal courts in the South had been 
reopened. The blockade had been removed and custom-houses re-established 
2 
in ports of entry for the collection of federal revenues." Needless 
to say Congress refused to accept the program. The huge Republican 
majority which dominated both houses insisted that the South could not 
be trusted to defend civil and political rights of persons whom they 
had formerly owned as slaves. Moreover, to register their disapproval 
they had agreed in caucus not to recognize the Johnson regimes in the 
ex-Confederate states, and when the clerk of the House of Representa¬ 
tives called the roll on December 4, he carefully and by prearrangement 
3 
passed over the Southern Congressmen who were seeking readmission. 
The enactment of the so called "black codes" by Southern states 
made it quite clear that freedom were to be dealt with as a separate 
class and that from the beginning they were to be denied civil priv¬ 
ileges enjoyed by white people. The radicals decided to take steps to 
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correct this deplorable situation. A bill was introduced to Congress 
which would authorize the Freedraen's Bureau to counteract the "block- 
code." The Freedmen's Bureau had been created by an act on March 3, 
1865.^ The new bill would give the Bureau power to extend military 
protection and jurisdiction over all cases involving discrimination 
against persons on account of race, color, or previous conditions of 
slavery. 
When the bill was sent to the President in February, 1866, the 
President vetoed it. The radicals were unable to amass enough votes to 
override the President's veto. On Washington's birthday that same year, 
the President made a violent public attack on the radical leaders in 
the Senate. This action widened the gap between the president and the 
radical leaders and a condition of open warfare was gradually develop¬ 
ing. Five months later, after a series of clashes between Congress and 
the President, another Freedmen's Bureau bill was enacted and became 
law in spite of a veto.^ 
The next important piece of legislation introduced was the Civil- 
Rights Act which went beyond the authorization of the Thirteenth Amend¬ 
ment. Under the Civil Rights Act, all citizens would have the same 
rights to make and enforce contracts, to sue, to give evidence, to in¬ 
herit, purchase, lease, and sell property, and to enjoy the same rights 
and benefits of all laws as in the case of white citizens. The whole 
purpose of the act was to insure to Negroes equality of Civil Rights. 
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The Civil Rights Act was an attempt to disregard the Supreme Court's 
decision in the Dred Scott case which in essence stated that within the 
meaning of the Constitution a Negro could not be a citizen of the 
United States. President Johnson vetoed the bill. The President's re¬ 
jection of the Civil Rights Act drove the great body of moderate Repub¬ 
licans in Congress into the Radicals camp. "On April 9, 1866, most of 
then joined the Radicals in passing the Civil Rights Act over the presi 
dential veto."* 
Gradually more and more Northerns had come to believe that an addi 
tional constitutional amendment was needed to safeguard the fruits of 
their Civil War Victory. Nearly all agreed that there must be some 
irrepealable guarantee to the rights of the freedmen. Virtually all 
Republicans also thought that something must be done to prevent the re¬ 
turn of the former Southern slaveowners to political power in their 
section. Radicals had already concluded the enfranchisement of the 
2 
Negro would be the best solution of this problem. "To men like Chase 
and Stevens, who had devoted their lives to battling for the Negro's 
3 
rights, impartial sufferage seemed obviously just." The proposed 
amendment was to mark a significant change in American constitutional 
history; it had to be and was carefully worded. 
On April 30, 1866, the Joint Committee proposed the Fourteenth 
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Amendment, containing the essence of what are now the privileges and 
Immunities, the Due Process and the Equal protection Clauses, together 
with a grant of legislative power to the Congress to enforce these mea¬ 
sures . The Senate added the Citizenship Clause on May 30, 1866, when 
the Amendment took its final shape.^ The Amendment was ratified in 
July, 1868. After the Southern states had ratified the Fourteenth Amend¬ 
ment and after that Amendment had become a part of the Constitution, the 
states was to be declared entitled to representation in Congress. 
The Fourteenth Amendment was necessary because President Johnson 
had vetoed an Act of Congress on March 2, 1867, which was to provide 
for a more efficient government of rebel states. The South was to be 
divided into five military districts to be governed by military com¬ 
manders. The President vetoed the bill, denouncing the establishment of 
military rule in time of peace. Although it was later passed over his 
veto, it did little to aid Negro sufferage. 
Meanwhile, the feeling between the president and Congress had 
grown constantly more vindictive. Johnson vainly vetoed almost all 
Reconstruction legislation as unwise and unconstitutional, and the 
Radicals for their part, set about to hamper and humiliate him at every 
turn. In the Tenure of Office Act of March, 1867, Congress reversing 
all previous practice in this matter, declared that if the President 
discharged any office holder without the Senate's consent he would com¬ 
mit a "high misdemeanor"--one of the offenses named in the Constitution 
for impeaching and removing the President himself. This provision was 
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designed particularly to safeguard Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton 
who had long been secretly in league with the Radicals. On February 
21, 1868, Johnson fired Stanton without consulting the Senate. Three 
days later the House of Representatives voted to impeach Johnson for 
"high crimes and misdemeanors."^ The House brought against Johnson the 
following principal charges--his dismissal of Stanton, his declaration 
that certain laws were unconstitutional, certain speeches he had made 
in the Congressional Campaign of 1866, and his opposition to Congres- 
, 2 
sional reconstruction. 
On March 30, 1868, the Senate began to sit as a court of impeach¬ 
ment. For the first time in the nation's history a President was im¬ 
peached. In accordance with the Constitution the Chief Justice of the 
Supreme Court (Salmon P. Chase) was the presiding officer. "Chase did 
not conceal his feeling that the trial was impolitic and unjust." From 
the beginning the Senate felt uneasy with Chase's participation, and, 
before organizing under his presidency, drew up a set of rules to govern 
the trial. As soon as the trial had fairly begun, it became quite evi¬ 
dent that it was the intention of the Senate leaders to deny Chase any 
real part in the proceedings. They mentioned that the Senate did not 
sit as a court, and therefore was not bound by legal procedure and 
principles of evidence. Against this assertion Chase set himself with 
effect; and he successfully used his right to act, not simply as a 
- 
Arthur M. Schlesinger, The Rise of Modem America: 1865-1951 
(New York: The MacMillian Company, 1951), p. 12. 
2 
Sutherland, op. cit.. p. 446. 
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moderator, but as the presiding judge in the tribunal. When the ques¬ 
tion of admissibility of evidence came up, he decided upon his own mo¬ 
tion, subject to the revision of the Senate if a vote were demanded. 
1 
The Senate did not know how to avoid his action. 
It soon became evident that Chase could not be set aside or ig¬ 
nored by the Senate. When a vote was finally taken on May 26, 1868, 
only 35 Senators voted for conviction, and nineteen voted for acquit- 
2 
tal--only one vote short of the necessary two thirds. President John¬ 
son had been acquitted. Senator Lyman Trumbull said before casting his 
ballot for acquittal, "once set the example of impeaching a president 
for what, when the excitement of the hour shall have subsided, will be 
regarded as insufficient causes. . . and no future president will be 
safe who happens to differ with a majority of the House and two thirds 
3 
of the Senate on any measures deemed by them important." 
According to Hart, at no time in his life did Chase show more calm¬ 
ness, good judgment, and foresight than in the impeachment trial. His 
efforts to raise the proceedings above a partisan investigation, and 
hold them to their proper character as a judicial process, probably 
averted a great public danger. Though he had no vote, and little op¬ 
portunity to direct interference, the weight of his character, his rep¬ 
utation as an anti-slavery man, and his great office were thrown into 
- 
Hart, op. cit.. pp. 359-360. 
2 
Sutherland, op. cit.. p. 446. 
Schlesinger, op. cit.. p. 13. 
3 
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the conservative side of the nearly evenly balanced scale. 
Tally of Cases 
In view of the tremendous number of cases arising out of the Civil 
War, during the ten years following the appointment of Chase as Chief 
Justice, it was of inestimable value to this county to have at the head 
of the Supreme Court not only a great lawyer, but a great statesman who 
had served both in the Senate and in the Cabinet. Chase was thoroughly 
and practically familiar with the business administration, economics 
and military problems of the Government. Chase brought to the compli¬ 
cated and embarrassing questions growing out of the war and the subse¬ 
quent reconciliating of divided sections. . . a large wisdom, a discern¬ 
ing but impartial judgment, and the sincerest partriotism. He had a 
love for the whole nation and a resolute will that neither an overgrown 
centralization of power in the Federal Government nor in the States 
should defeat the long-established system of American Government. With 
such a man as Chief Justice, and in view of the conditions of the times, 
it was only natural that, for the first six years after his accession 
to the bench, the trend of the Court's decision should be distinctly 
Nationalistic in character; that is sustaining the powers of the Fed¬ 
eral Government to the fullest extent. 
Table I, page 66, provides information concerning the number and 
type of cases heard by the Chase Court each year. 
The data in this chapter were taken directly from the U. S. Supreme 
Court Reports and tabulated for ease in analyzing the same. The data 
Ï 
Quoted extensively from Hart, op. cit.. pp. 360-361. 
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1864 2 1 1 1 3 12 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1865 4 2 0 2 3 10 5 0 1 0 1 6 
1866 3 2 0 9 5 9 3 1 0 3 1 11 
1867 1 1 0 5 11 6 7 2 0 0 0 10 
1868 1 0 1 5 15 13 13 1 1 2 0 1 
1869 0 1 7 9 5 28 17 6 1 2 2 18 
1870 0 4 0 9 5 14 15 3 0 1 2 9 
1871 0 3 1 9 0 20 22 4 0 1 2 7 
1872 0 4 0 4 9 25 7 2 0 0 0 3 
1873 0 2 0 2 0 4 1 2 0 0 0 1 
Total 11 20 10 55 56 141 90 21 3 9 8 66 




















1864 0 3 0 0 2 2 3 18 1 2 5 
1865 1 8 0 4 2 0 2 16 0 3 2 
1866 0 19 2 2 1 3 3 27 0 3 0 
1867 0 27 2 0 6 3 3 17 0 6 2 
1868 2 11 1 3 1 4 7 15 0 3 7 
1869 5 25 5 2 2 17 11 23 0 5 10 
1870 10 18 4 4 2 10 4 26 0 6 7 
1871 7 16 4 1 3 15 10 29 0 1 11 
1872 5 9 2 3 3 3 3 18 0 6 8 
1873 0 2 3 1 1 0 0 5 0 1 0 
Total 30 138 23 20 23 57 46 194 1 36 52 
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1864 1 2 1 1 0 0 62 
1865 8 0 9 3 0 0 92 
1866 13 0 15 12 0 0 147 
1867 2 0 12 9 0 0 132 
1868 2 0 2 8 0 0 119 
1869 7 0 7 7 2 0 234 
1870 3 0 7 6 0 0 169 
1871 5 1 11 7 0 0 180 
1872 2 0 6 25 0 0 147 
1873 0 0 1 7 0 1 34 
Total 43 3 71 85 2 1 1316 
are organized around a group of five tables and presented under the fol¬ 
lowing captions: 
1. Number and Type of Cases by Year 
2. Type of Opinion Written by Each Justice 
3. Which Justice Wrote Dissenting Opinion 
4. Type of Decision by Year 
5. Courts from Which the Supreme Court Received Cases 
In reviewing the U. S. Supreme Court Reports, one ponders the many 
cases that the Supreme Court must decide in the span of one year, and 
yet how miraculous it must be to the reader to peruse over the decisions 
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of these men which affected so many various subject matters dealing with 
constitutional law. 
The data in Table I, page 66, reveal that the Chase Court heard 
sixty-two cases in 1864 dealing with nineteen general areas of constitu¬ 
tional law. The number of cases heard ranged from a high of 18 cases 
dealing with property to a low of 1 case each dealing with bankruptcy, 
cargo, commerce, currency, race, rights of congress, states rights and 
taxation. No cases dealing with deeds, friendly cases, habeas corpus, 
imports, individual rights, insurance, land grants, local economy, 
treaty or powers of the presidents was heard that year, while Chase 
served as Chief Justice. 
In 1865, the Chase Court heard ninety-two cases dealing with twenty 
general areas of constitutional law. The Court heard a high of 16 cases 
dealing with property. Only one case concerning individual rights was 
heard by the court that year and no case concerning slavery or race ap¬ 
peal before the court. As a result of the blockade of Southern ports, 
a high of four cases dealing with this issue was resolved by the court. 
Three cases dealing with the confiscation of property during the Civil 
War were resolved by the court. This was just the beginning of cases 
concerning confiscation. Compared to other years, while Chase was Chief 
Justice, the court heard relatively few cases. On February 1, 1865, 
six weeks after Chase became Chief Justice, the first black man was ad¬ 
mitted to practice before the Courts. This culminated Chase's long 
years of fighting on behalf of black folks. 
That year the Supreme Court began hearing a series of cases deal¬ 
ing with the constitutionality of the National banking system and the 
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validity of the numerous State statutes which sought to tax the opera¬ 
tion of these banks. The court upheld the right of National banks to 
sell securities without being taxed by the States. National banks were 
considered an agency of the federal government whose operation could 
not be impeded by State action. 
In 1866, the Chase Court heard 142 cases. The type of cases did 
not vary much from the previous two years. The biggest difference, ex¬ 
cept for a few cases, was the number of cases appearing before the court. 
There were thirteen cases concerning the rights of congress, five more 
than the previous year. The number of states rights cases increased 
from 9 to 15. Cases involving taxation increased from 3 to 12. The 
year 1866, was the beginning of the period following the great Civil 
War. It was a historian period for legal development and/or settlement 
of racial issues, but no such issues appeared before the court. The 
U. S. Supreme Court Reports indicate that cases concerning ''property” 
and "taxation" were on the increase and that the rights of Congress 
were still being questioned. 
The most notable case appearing before the court that year was the 
Ex Parte Milligan case.^ Milligan, who was not and had never been in 
the military service of the United States, was tried, convicted, and 
sentenced to be hanged by a military commission established under presi- 
2 
dential authority. The decision in the Milligan case held unconstitutional 
1 
Four Wallace 2 (1866). 
2 
Paul C. Bartholomew, Leading Cases on The Constitution (Totowa, 
New Jersey: Littlefield, Adams and Company, 1967), p. 170. 
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the trial of civilians by military tribunals outside the theater of 
war.^ In a dissenting opinion agreeing with the majority on the actual 
question involved, but contending that Congress had power to institute 
military commissions, Chief Justice Chase said: "We cannot doubt that, 
in such a time of public danger, Congress had power, under the Consti¬ 
tution," to make such provision for military trials and that civil courts 
"might be open and undisturbed in the execution of their functions, and 
yet wholly incompetent to avert threaten danger, or to punish with ad¬ 
equate promptitude and certainty, the conspirators. . . The power of 
Congress to authorize trials for crimes against the security and safety 
of the National forces may be derived from its constitutional authority 
to raise and support armies and to declare war, if not from its consti¬ 
tutional authority to provide for governing the national forces." This 
famous decision has long been recognized as one of the bulwarks in the 
development of constitutional Law. 
During 1867, the Chase Court heard 132 cases. A high of twenty- 
seven cases was heard by the court dealing with jurisdiction, eight more 
than the previous year. The court also heard 6 cases dealing with 
National power, 2 each with individual rights and the rights of Congress 
and 12 dealing with states rights. 
One of the most important cases heard that year was Mississippi v 
2 
Johnson. This case involved a bill in equity by which the State of 
Mississippi sought to enjoin President Johnson and the general in 
Ï 
Swisher, op. cit.. p. 320. 
2 
Four Wallace 475 (1867). 
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command of the military district of Mississippi and Arkansas from en¬ 
joining the Reconstruction Acts of 1867. The court, through Chief Jus¬ 
tice Chase, rendered a decision in which it avoided the delicate issue 
as to its power to control Executive Acts in general, and contented it¬ 
self with holding that, inasmuch as the actions involved in the case 
were not minesterial and required Executive discretion, the court has 
no jurisdiction to enjoin the president in the performance of his offi¬ 
cial duties. 
Counsels for the States of Georgia and Mississippi made another 
attempt to test the validity of the Reconstruction legislation by ask¬ 
ing the Supreme Court for injunctions to restrain Secretary of War 
Stanton and General Grant from executing the provisions of the Recon¬ 
struction Acts. The court held in this case, Georgia v Stanton.^- that 
it called for an adjudication on rights, not on persons or property, 
but of a political character, of sovereignty, of corporate existence as 
a State, and that the court had no jurisdiction over such a controversy. 
Also in 1867, the Chase Court developed a principle that a State 
might not impede or embarrass the National Government or impair the 
rights of United States' citizens. The Court made this ruling in the 
o 
case Crandall v Nevada. The State of Nevada imposed a tax upon every 
person leaving the State by railroad, stage coach or vehicle transpor¬ 
tation for hire. The Supreme Court held this practice to be invalid, 
declaring "all citizens had a right to pass from State to State and 
- 
Six Wallace 50 (1867). 
2 
Six Wallace 35 (1867). 
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come and go to the seat of Government, and that this right is in its 
nature independent of the will of any State over whose soil a person 
must pass in the exercise of this right.” 
It should be noted that the year 1867 was not a time for the Su¬ 
preme Court to emphasize its authority to review acts of Congress. The 
two-third majority of Congress relentless overrode the President's 
vetoes, and was in no temper to be restrained by a court. 
In 1868, the number of cases heard by the Court were reduced from 
132, in 1867, to 119. The court heard 15 cases each dealing with con¬ 
fiscation and property. The highest number of cases heard 25, dealt 
with the jurisdiction of the courts. No cases were heard involving 
bankruptcy, imports, race, slave trade, treaty or powers of the presi¬ 
dent. One would expect with the passage of the Fourteenth Amendment to 
the Constitution that year, several cases would have been heard concern¬ 
ing race. Moreover, no cases were heard that year which have become 
landmark judicial decision. Of course one must realize that the im¬ 
peachment of President Andrew Johnson utilized a great deal of the Chief 
Justice's time that year. 
During the year 1869, the number of cases heard by the Chase Court 
increased from 119 the previous year to a record high of 234 cases. 
The court heard 28 cases involving contracts, 17 involving currency, 25 
involving jurisdiction and 23 involving property. One of the most 
popular cases heard that year was Ex Parte McCardle.^ In February, 1867, 
Congress passed an act providing for the exercise by the Supreme Court 
- 
Seven Wallace 506 (1869). 
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of appellate jurisdiction in the matter of writs of habeas corpus in 
cases where persons were restrained in violation of the Constitution, 
or any other treaty or law of the United States. McCardle was held in 
custody by a military commission for the publication of incendiary and 
libelous articles in a newspaper that he edited. Before the judges 
acted upon his appeal, the act providing for the appellate jurisdiction 
was repealed by Congress. The court held that it had no jurisdiction 
in this case because the act of 1868 repealed the act of 1867 which gave 
the court jurisdiction. 
In the decision Texas v White.^ the Chief Justice wrote the opinion 
of the court. The question was whether Texas ceased to be a State dur¬ 
ing the Civil War. Chief Justice Chase defined a State as "a political 
community of free citizens, occupying a territory of defined boundaries 
and organized under a government sanctioned and limited by a written 
constitution, and established by the consent of the governed. When, 
therefore, Texas became one of the United States, she entered into and 
indissoluble union, and all the guarantees of republican government in 
the union, attached at once to the State. Thus, all of Texas actions 
during the attempted secession were null and void or without operation 
in law. The obligation of the State, as a member of the union, and of 
every citizen of the State remained perfect and unimpaired." However, 
the rights of the State as a member, and of her people as citizens of 
the State, refusing to recognize their constitutional obligations, as¬ 
sumed the character of enemies, and incurred the consequence of rebellion. 
Ï 
Seven Wallace 700 (1869). 
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The transfer of bonds to white by Texas was held void and Texas was en¬ 
titled to recover the bonds. However, the bonds were of secondary sig¬ 
nificance of this case. Texas was always, legally, a State of the Union. 
According to Hart, Chief Justice Chase considered the Texas v White case 
his most important work on the bench.* 
2 
In the Exparte Yereer case, the court, through Chief Justice Chase, 
rendered a decision exhaustively reviewing the court's power under the 
habeas corpus statutes, and upholding its jurisdiction to hear appeals 
under the old Judiciary Act of 1789. This opened the door for the court 
to hear arguments of the whole question of Reconstruction legislation. 
In 1870, the court heard 169 cases, sixty-five less than the pre¬ 
vious year. The court heard no cases concerning blockades, cargo, 
friendly cases, race, slave trade, treaty or presidential powers. The 
majority of the cases dealt with property, navigation, jurisdiction, in¬ 
surance, individual rights, contracts and currency. 
Perhaps the most celebrated case heard by the court that year was 
2 
Hepburn v Griswold. On February 7, Chief Justice Chase announced the 
opinion of the court, which was concurred in by Justices Nelson, Clifford 
and Field with Justices Miller, Swayne and Davis dissenting. The court 
declared parts of the Legal Tender Act unconstitutional. Later, in the 
3 
Legal Tender Cases Knox v Lee and Packor v Davis the court reversed 
Ï 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 378. 
2 
Eight Wallace 603 (1870). 
3 
Twelve Wallace 457 (1871). 
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itself in the Hepburn v Griswold decision. The Legal Tender Acts, pass¬ 
ed as early as 1862, were declared constitutional. Between 1870 and 
1871, two new Justices became members of the Supreme Court. Justice 
Strong replace Justice Grier on March 14, 1870 and Justice Bradley be¬ 
came an additional Justice as authorized by an Act of Congress on April 
10, 1869.^ The addition of the two Justices gave the dissenters in the 
Hepburn v Griswold the necessary votes to override that decision. 
In 1871, the number of cases heard by the court increased to 180. 
The number of cases involving currency increased from 15 to 22; seven 
more than the previous year. The court heard 20 cases involving con¬ 
tracts, 16 involving jurisdiction, 15 involving navigation and seven in¬ 
volving taxation. Also the number of cases concerning patents and 
rights of citizens show a considerable increase over the previous year. 
Cases in other general categories remained essentially the same. How¬ 
ever, it should be noted that the court heard its first cases involving 
slave trade since 1864. The opinion was written by Justice Miller de¬ 
claring the sale of a Negro woman after the Presidential Proclamation 
and Thirteenth Amendment to be unconstitutional. One would have ex¬ 
pected Chief Justice Chase to write this opinion, considering his long 
fight against slavery. But he concurred with Justice Miller and the 
issue regarding slave-trade was no longer being practiced in this coun¬ 
In addition to the Legal Tender Cases, already discussed, the court 
try. 
decided two other historic cases, Collector 
^Schuckers, op. cit.. p. 261. 
^Eleven Wallace 113 (1871). 
3Ten Wallace 557 (1871). 
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The former case involved the question "can Congress constitutionally 
impose a tax upon the salary of a judicial officer of a state?" The 
Supreme Court ruled that Congress had no such power and that the state 
government should not be liable to be crippled or defeated by the tax¬ 
ing power of another government. In the Daniel Ball Case the court 
held that a vessel traveling in navigable water with goods within a 
State, and if any of the goods are purchased from outside the State, 
the vessel is an instrument of interstate commerce and subject to the 
legislation of Congress. 
In 1872, the court heard 147 cases. There were 25 cases each de¬ 
cided by the court dealing with contracts and taxation and 18 cases 
dealing with property. The court also heard 9 cases dealing with con¬ 
fiscation which occurred during the Civil War. Cases involving bank¬ 
ruptcy, commerce, deeds, habeas corpus, insurance, land grants, local 
economy, national power, navigation, railroads, rights of Congress and 
States rights were about the same as previous years. There was a sharp 
decrease in the number of cases concerning jurisdiction, individual 
rights, patents and commerce. 
In the Case the United States v Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Com- 
1 
pany. the Chase Court held that municipal corporations were exempt from 
federal taxation because they share a portion of the state governmental 
power. While the Chase Court exempted the salaries of state officers 
and municipal corporations from federal taxation, it also laid down a 
doctrine which, to a certain extent, set limits on federal immunity 
from state taxation. 
^Seventeen Wallace 322 (1872). 
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By far the most serious state obstruction of federal authority, 
however was considered in the Tarble's Case.^- A judge of the State of 
Wisconsin interfered with the military recruiting of the national 
government by taking jurisdiction under habeas corpus in a case in¬ 
volving the propriety of federal enlistment of an under-age volunteer. 
The state judge's action was ruled inconsistent with the supremacy 
clause. And further, the question of the validity of enlistment in the 
United States Army was held to be a question solely for federal courts. 
Cases reviewed by the writer in 1873 covers the period from Jan¬ 
uary 1 through May 9—the date of Chase's death. During that short 
span of time the court heard a total of 34 cases. The most famous cases 
2 
heard by the court that year are known as the Slaughter-House Cases. 
These cases arose under a measure enacted in 1869 by the legislature of 
Louisiana. The ace regulated the business of slaughtering livestock in 
New Orleans. It required that such activities for the city and for the 
vast area surrounding it should be restricted to a small section below 
the city of New Orleans, and provided that the slaughtering should be 
done in the house of one corporation. This virtually granted a monopoly 
to one business, even though the corporation was required to permit 
other butchers to have access to their facilities on payment of a rea¬ 
sonable fee. The court held that the butchers were not denied their 
rights under the Fourteenth Amendment. It declared that the purpose of 
the Amendment was the achievement of the freedom of the slave-race. 
Ï 
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Sixteen Wallace 36 (1873). 
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The court also held that the rights of others were not impaired because 
these Amendments (XIII, XIV and XV) did not speak to citizens of the 
states. 
According to Hart, Chase wanted to write a dissenting opinion in 
this case but was unable to do so because of his illness.^- Two weeks 
after participating in the Slaughter-House Cases, Chief Justice Chase 
2 
delivered an opinion in Osborne v Mobile, which again marked the tend¬ 
ency of the court towards a reaction in favor of the State Sovereignty 
then apparent in the court. The court upheld a State license tax on 
express companies doing business partly outside the State. Chief Jus¬ 
tice Chase stated "that while it is always difficult to draw the line 
as to unconstitutionally, it is as important to leave the rightful 
powers of the State in respect to taxation unimpaired as to maintain 
the power of the Federal Government in their integrity." 
A few weeks earlier the court had ruled in the Case Bradwell v The 
3 
State that a refusal of the Supreme Court of Illinois to license a 
woman to practice law did not violate the Fourteenth Amendment, inas¬ 
much as the right to practice law in a State Court was not a privilege 
or immunity of a citizen of the United States as the tern was construed 
by the Court. It is safe to say after reviewing the cases that appear¬ 
ed before the court in 1873, the Chase Court was becoming a strong 
- 
Hart, op. cit.. p. 414. 
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Sixteen Wallace 479 (1873). 
3 
Sixteen Wallace 130 (1873). 
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believer in States Rights. However, this was not a fact in previous 
years. 
Table II, page 81, gives detailed analyses of how each Justice 
voted on the various categories of cases. One can readily see that 
Chief Justice Chase assumed his just share of responsibility for writ¬ 
ing decisions. As could be expected he wrote the only opinion appear¬ 
ing before the court concerning race. 
Table III, page 84, is an analysis of which Judge wrote dissenting 
opinions. The Chase Court heard a total of 1337 cases, and yet there 
were only 155 dissenting opinions. This information tends to indicate 
similar views by the Justices as a whole. The writer's review of cases 
did not disclose any block voting by the different Justices. 
Table IV, page 87, gives a detailed analyses of the type of deci¬ 
sions by year. 
Table V, page 88, shows the various type of courts from which the 
Supreme Court received cases during the Chase period. 
A review of the cases listed in the United States Supreme Court 
Reports reveal that there was specialization in the general categories 
of cases listed by the writer. During the Chase Court period there were 
eleven decisions by the court concerning blockade; Chief Justice Chase 
wrote eight majority opinions for the court. There were twenty majority 
opinions dealing with bankruptcy; Mr. Chase and Mr. Clifford wrote five 
opinions each for the court. Ten majority decisions dealt with cargo; 
Justice Clifford wrote five of these opinions. Fifty-five majority 
opinions dealt with commerce; Mr. Clifford and Mr. Swayne wrote eleven 
opinions each for the court. There were fifty-six majority decisions 
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Chase 8 5 0 7 9 16 16 0 3 4 0 22 
Clifford 0 5 5 11 18 13 12 1 0 0 3 15 
Grier 0 3 0 2 0 7 4 1 0 0 0 3 
Davis 1 4 1 4 2 15 9 4 0 3 1 9 
Field 1 1 0 3 6 19 4 3 0 0 1 3 
Hunt 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Bradley 0 2 1 4 0 9 3 0 0 0 0 2 
Miller 1 0 1 5 3 18 14 4 0 0 1 7 
Strong 0 0 0 6 4 12 10 3 0 0 0 3 
Swayne 0 0 1 11 5 18 13 4 0 1 1 8 
Wayne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nelson 0 0 1 2 9 10 15 0 0 1 1 4 
11 20 10 55 56 141 91 21 3 9 8 76 Total 




















Chase 3 46 0 5 6 1 5 24 1 3 14 
Clifford 3 13 2 3 4 16 8 23 0 3 10 
Grier 2 1 0 1 1 0 4 8 0 3 0 
Davis 2 8 7 0 2 5 2 29 0 2 2 
Field 0 7 4 0 2 4 5 16 0 2 2 
Hunt 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 0 2 
Bradley 2 6 2 3 1 6 1 10 0 2 1 
Miller 9 19 3 3 2 4 4 27 0 3 5 
Strong 4 5 1 0 0 8 3 5 0 4 3 
Swayne 2 12 2 5 0 6 5 17 0 2 4 
Wayne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Nelson 2 20 2 0 4 1 9 33 0 12 3 
Total 30 138 23 20 23 53 46 194 1 36 48 
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Chase 7 0 13 14 0 0 232 
Clifford 5 2 11 16 1 0 203 
Grier 1 0 3 2 0 0 46 
Davis 4 0 6 6 1 0 129 
Field 7 0 5 10 0 0 105 
Hunt 0 0 0 4 0 0 19 
Bradley 3 0 3 2 0 0 63 
Miller 7 1 8 8 0 0 157 
Strong 1 0 1 6 0 0 79 
Swayne 3 0 8 7 0 1 136 
Wayne 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
Nelson 5 0 13 10 0 0 157 
Total 43 3 71 85 2 1 1316 
concerning confiscation; Justice Clifford wrote eighteen of these deci¬ 
sions. The court issued one hundred forty one decisions in cases in¬ 
volving contracts; Justice Field wrote nineteen decisions; Justice Mil¬ 
ler and Swayne wrote eighteen opinions each and Chief Justice Chase 
wrote sixteen opinions in this general category. Ninety-one cases ap¬ 
peared before the Court involving currency; Chief Justice Chase wrote 
sixteen opinions for the majority and Justice Miller wrote fourteen. 
Twenty-one decisions were issued by the Court concerning deeds; Justices 
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Chase 0 0 0 0 5 3 2 0 0 3 0 1 
Clifford 0 0 2 2 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Grier 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Davis 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Field 0 0 0 2 3 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 
Hunt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bradley 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Miller 0 0 0 1 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 
Strong 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Swayne 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Wayne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nelson 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 1 1 2 7 9 18 18 0 0 3 0 4 




















Chase 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 
Clifford 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 1 
Grier 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Davis 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
Field 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 
Hunt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bradley 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 
Miller 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 1 0 
Strong 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 
Swayne 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Wayne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nelson 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Total 5 11 3 1 1 2 4 21 0 3 6 
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Chase 1 0 2 6 0 27 
Clifford 0 0 1 2 0 29 
Grier 1 0 0 0 0 6 
Davis 0 0 0 2 0 9 
Field 1 0 2 0 0 X 19 
Hunt 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 
Bradley 1 0 3 1 0 X 16 
Miller 2 0 2 6 0 X 29 
Strong 0 0 0 0 0 9 
Swayne 0 0 1 0 0 4 
Wayne 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nelson 0 0 1 2 0 8 
Total 6 0 12 19 0 155 
Field and Strong wrote three decisions each. There were three friendly 
cases appearing before the court and Chief Justice Chase wrote each de¬ 
cision. Nine opinions were written by the court involving habeas corpus; 
Mr. Chase wrote four opinions for the court. Eight majority decisions 
dealt with imports; three decisions were written by Justice Clifford. 
Sixty-six cases involved individual rights; Chief Justice Chase wrote 
twenty-two decisions or exactly one-third. Thirty majority decisions 
dealt with insurance; Justice Miller wrote nine decisions--five more 
TABLE IV 
TYPE OF DECISION BY YEAR 
Years 9-0 8-0 7-0 8-1 7-2 6-3 5-4 4-4 6-2 5-3 7-1 4-3 Total 
1864 54 0 0 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 62 
1865 78 2 0 4 1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 92 
1866 130 2 0 7 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 147 
1867 111 5 0 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 132 
1868 108 0 0 6 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 119 
1869 199 3 0 9 5 7 0 0 1 0 0 0 234 
1870 148 0 0 9 8 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 169 
1871 148 3 0 7 9 12 0 0 1 0 0 0 180 
1872 123 0 2 7 3 6 2 0 2 0 1 1 147 
1873 25 1 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 34 
Total 1124 16 3 58 39 42 6 1 5 2 3 2 1316 
TABLE V 
COURTS FROM WHICH THE SUPREME COURT RECEIVED CASES DURING THIS PERIOD 












56 227 129 768 103 33 1316 
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than any other Justice. There were one hundred thirty-eight majority 
decisions involving jurisdiction; Chief Justice Chase wrote forty-six 
opinions or exactly one-third of the opinions for the Court. Twenty- 
three decisions involved land grants; Justice Davis wrote seven of these 
decisions—four more than any other Justices. The Court handed down 
twenty decisions involving the local economy; Chief Justice Chase and 
Justice Swayne wrote five decisions each. Twenty-three decisions in¬ 
volved national power; Chief Justice Chase wrote six decisions and Jus¬ 
tices Clifford and Nelson wrote four decisions each. Fifty-seven cases 
involved navigation; Justice Clifford wrote sixteen majority decisions-- 
almost one-third of the decisions handed down by the Court. Forty-six 
decisions were concerned with patents; Justice Nelson wrote nine deci¬ 
sions followed by Justice Grier with eight. One hundred ninety-four 
majority decisions dealt with property; Justice Nelson wrote thirty- 
three decisions--four more than Justice Davis and nine more than Chief 
Justice Chase. There was only one case involving race and this decision 
was written by Chief Justice Chase. Thirty-six decisions involved rail¬ 
roads; Justice Nelson wrote twelve opinions—eight more than any other 
Justice. Fifty-two decisions concerned rights of citizens; Chief Jus¬ 
tice Chase wrote fourteen opinions or approximately 37 percent of the 
court's opinions in this category. Forty-three decisions involved the 
rights of Congress; Chief Justice Chase, Justices Field and Miller each 
wrote seven opinions. There were three decisions involving slave-trade; 
two were written by Justice Clifford and one was written by Justice 
Miller. Seventy-one decisions were concerned with states rights; Chief 
Justice Chase and Justice Nelson each wrote thirteen opinions. Eighty 
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five decisions were concerned with taxation; Justice Clifford wrote 
sixteen opinions followed by Chief Justice Chase with fourteen opinions. 
Two decisions involved treaties; Justices Clifford and Davis each wrote 
one decision. One decision was concerned with a Presidential Proclama¬ 
tion; the majority opinion was written by Justice Swayne. 
To further analyze the Chase Court, it is necessary to determine 
from the data if there was any "block voting" on the court. One thing 
that can readily be determined from Table IV is that the Court voted 
together 1,124 times in 9-0 decisions. Moreover, there were 16 times 
when the court voted 8-0. Additional data concerning who voted with 
whom can be found in Table VI, page 91. 
Considering the fact that Chief Justice Chase wrote 232 opinions 
in 22 general categories, the above mentioned table reveals remarkable 
information: 
1. Justices Grier, Hunt, Strong and Wayne never dissented 
when the Chief Justice wrote the majority opinions. 
2. Justices Clifford, Field and Bradley only dissented once. 
3. Justice Davis dissented three times. 
4. Justices Swayne and Nelson dissented twice. 
5. Justice Miller dissented seven times. 
The data tends to indicate that the Court was in agreement with the Chief 
Justice. However, this could be attributed to the fact that the Chief 
Justice assigned himself cases that would almost reflect unanimous agree¬ 
ment . 
Table VII, page 92, provides information concerning the number of 
times and type of cases Justices did not sit during the Chase Court period. 
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TABLE VI 
JUSTICES DISSENTING WHEN CHASE WROTE 
MAJORITY OPINIONS 











Clifford 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Davis 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 3 
Field 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Bradley 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Miller 0 3 * 1 3 0 0 7 
Swayne 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 
Nelson 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 
Total 1 5 0 2 5 1 2 17 
*Indicates Justice Miller did not sit one time. 




Habeas Corpus 3 
Individual Rights 1 
Property 3 
Rights of Citizens 1 
Rights of Congress 1 
States Rights 2 
Taxation 6 
Total dissenting opinions by Chase 27 
TABLE VII 
NUMBER OF TIMES AND TYPE OF CASES JUSTICES DID NOT SIT 
Cases Chase Davis Bradley Field Hunt Miller Nelson Swayne Total 
Bankruptcy 1 0 1 
Commerce 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Contracts 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Currency 1 1 0 1 0 4 0 0 7 
Habeas Corpus 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Jurisdiction 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Land Grants 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 
National Power 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
Property 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 4 
Rights of Citizens 1 0 1 2 
Rights of Congress 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
States Rights 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 
Taxation 0 0 0 2 2 0 1 5 
Total 2 6 1 4 4 13 2 1 33 
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Table VIII, page 94, provides information concerning the type of 
dissenting opinions written by Chase and the Justices who voted with 
Chase when he wrote the dissenting opinions. 
Table IX, page 95, gives a percentage breakdown of all cases heard 
by the Supreme Court during the Chase period. The data reveals that 
14.74 per cent of all cases dealt with property, 10.71 per cent dealt 
with contracts. 
Table X, page 97, illustrates with whom Chase voted vhen dissent¬ 
ing opinions were written by the Court. Table X does not include 
dissenting opinions written by Chief Justice Chase. That information 
may be found in Table VIII. 
Fred Rodell tends to feel that Chief Justice Chase accomplished 
very little during his tenure on the Court.* However, Mr. Rodell's 
writing in 1955, did not take into consideration the period which Chase 
served and the problems which faced the nation at that time. The Chase 
Court had no precedent to follow because there had never been a Civil 
War in this country before, nor had there been a nation to reconstruct 
where the court was expected to play such a significant role. Mr. 
Rodell also call the cases appearing before the Chase Court dealing 
o 
with railroads and the right of state courts dull and irrelevant. 
Once again he has failed to consider the history of the period. Rail¬ 
roads had to be financed, and this often involved municipal, county and 
state governments as well as the property rights of citizens. In the 
Ï 
Fred Rodell, Nine Men: A Political History of the Supreme Court 
From 1790 to 1955 (New York: Random House, 1955), p. 142. 
2Ibid., p. 143. 
TABLE VIII 
VOTING WITH CHASE WHEN HE WROTE DISSENTING OPINIONS 
Cases Clifford Grier Field Bradley Miller Swayne Wayne Nelson Total 
Confiscation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Contracts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Currency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Habeas Corpus 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 0 9 
Individual Rights 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Property 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 4 
Rights of Citizens 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rights of Congress 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
States Rights 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Taxation 1 2 1 1 3 0 0 0 8 
Total 3 2 1 1 4 3 3 1 23 
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TABLE IX 
CASES HEARD BY THE SUPREME COURT 
DURING THE CHASE PERIOD 
Type of Case 
Number of Cases 
i 1 1 1 1 
1864 - 1873 Per Cent 
Blockade 11 .83 
Bankruptcy 20 1.52 
Cargo 10 .76 
Commerce 55 4.18 
Confiscation 56 4.25 
Contracts 141 10.71 
Currency 91 6.81 
Deeds 21 1.59 
Friendly Cases 3 .22 
Habeas Corpus 9 .69 
Imports 8 .60 
Individual Rights 66 5.11 
Insurance 30 2.28 
Jurisdiction 138 10.49 
Land Grants 23 1.74 
Local Economy 20 1.52 
National Power 23 1.75 
Navigation 57 4.33 
Patents 46 3.50 
Property 194 14.74 
Race 1 .07 
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TABLE IX (continued) 
Type of Case 
Number of Cases 
1864 - 1873 Per Cent 
Railroads 36 2.73 
Rights of Citizens 52 3.96 
Rights of Congress 43 3.26 
Slave Trade 3 .22 
States Rights 71 5.39 
Taxation 85 6.49 
Treaty 2 .15 
Presidential Proclamati on 1 .07 
Total 1316 100.00 
United States v Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company.^- the Chase Court 
held that municipal corporations were exempt from federal taxation be¬ 
cause they share a portion of state governmental powers. This was a 
very important decision because it set limits on Federal immunity from 
2 
State taxation. In Thomas v Union Pacific Railroad, for example, the 
Chase Court sustained Congress' power to support or instigate the 
building of a transcontinental railroad system under the broad construc¬ 
tionist interpretation of the implied powers clause and the commerce, 
postal, and war powers. These were interesting and significant cases 
Ï 
Seventeen Wallace 322 (1872) . 
2 
Nine Wallace 579 (1870). 
TABLE X 


















Clifford 1 6 3 1 2 1 
Davis 1 2 1 2 1 
Grier 2 1 2 2 
Field 1 3 4 3 1 1 1 
Miller 3 2 4 2 1 1 4 
Strong 1 
Swayne 1 1 
Wayne 1 
Nelson 1 1 
Bradley 2 
Total 2 1 4 12 10 10 8 6 1 13 
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TABLE X (continued) 
Habeas States Individual 
Justices Corpus Rights Confiscation Rights Total 
Clifford 2 2 18 
Davis 1 2 9 
Grier 1 1 9 
Field 2 1 17 
Miller 3 3 4 27 
Strong 1 
Swayne 3 6 11 
Wayne 3 6 6 16 
Nelson 2 
Bradley 1 3 
Total 9 22 6 10 110 
and should not be classified as dull and irrelevant. 
Rodell's criticism of the Chase Court's strategic retreat from 
battle with a revengeful Republican Congress does not consider all of 
the facts involved. The Radicals in Congress was in a hostile mood and 
certainly would not think of letting the President or the Court deny 
them the privilege of enjoying the spoils of war. The rebellious Con¬ 
federate States were to be punished at any cost. Rodell is quite crit¬ 
ical of the Chase Court in cases involving the Legal Tender Acts,'*' 
I 
Ibid., p. 158. 
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however, the writer has already pointed out that the Court reversed it¬ 
self in the Legal Tender Cases Knox v Lee and Parker v Davis upholding 
Congress power to issue paper money. 
Rodell's appraisal of Justice Miller is quite accurate. Justice 
Miller wrote 157 majority opinions and 30 dissenting opinions during 
the Chase Court period. Chase often dissented and agreed with Justice 
Miller. Chase once said of Justice Miller "beyond question the dominant 
personality. . . upon the bench.Miller spoke for the majority of the 
Court in the Slaughter House Cases in which, in 1873, the court first 
construed the 14th Amendment. Justice Miller stressed what a distortion 
it would work in the federal system if the Amendment were so read as to 
make the Court "a perpetual censor upon all legislation of the States." 
Ever a believer in effective and responsible government, he was loathe 
to see the court interpose even at moments when legialative power seemed 
lost to reason. Justice Miller was a bold and self-confident magistrate 
who moved directly to the controlling issues, a statesman whose judg¬ 
ments were infused with a strong sense of public policy. He was one of 
the Court's most heroic figures. 
Reflecting back to cases before the Supreme Court involving States 
rights and national power "In all cases involving the supremacy of the 
Constitution of the United States, over state legislation. . . the Chase 
Court left no doubt that the Federal Government's authority to borrow 
o 
money was not to be impaired by state legislation. 
Ï 
Ibid., p. 143. 
2 
David M. Silver, Lincoln's Supreme Court (Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 1957), p. 212. 
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Silver appears to understand, much better than Rodell, the diffi¬ 
culties which the Chase Court were constantly encountering with Con¬ 
gress. Silver points out that "while the Supreme Court was being sub¬ 
jected to the Renewed threats of the Radicals, it was hearing arguments 
1 
in two cases of primary importance. In these cases the administration 
found its policies sustained by the Court, upholding decisions of lower 
federal courts by announcing it lack jurisdiction. In both instances 
the strong possibility existed that if the court had seen fit to review 
the decisions, the administration would have suffered defeat. The 
Court did not interfere with Lincoln's administration. The Radicals in 
Congress were standing in the distance to do the court harm, if the ad- 
2 
ministration were not sustained." It should be noted that Lincoln and 
Congress had considered packing the Court prior to Lincoln appointing 
5 of the nine Justices including the Chief Justice. 
On May 7, 1873, Chase died suddenly. For over two years, he had 
been in feeble health due to a paralytic stroke. He had served for 
more than eight years, through a notable period filled with political 
passion. It was also a period in which only the most determined and 
rugged honesty of mind and purpose could have held the court to the 
courageous course which it had pursued. The nine annual Terms through 
which he presided constitute a judicial period unparalleled in American 
History and Constitutional Law. No other period had a Civil War or 
Nation to Reconstruct. Students of political science, lawyers and 
Ï 
Silver has reference to Mississippi v Johnson and Georgia v Stan¬ 
ton. 
2Ibid., p. 145. 
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legislators refer to this period more than any other. Chief Justice 
Chase brought to the Supreme Court no store of legal learning, but he 
brought comprehensive views, considerable powers of generalization and 
a just sense of constitutional rights and judicial responsibility. He 
was always firm, liberal and just. Moreover, he was an ambitious man; 
he wished to please the people and gain their support, but he would not 
sacrifice to this object one iota of his convictions. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
With the appointment of Salmon Portland Chase as Chief Justice in 
1864, a new era in judicial interpretation began. The supremacy and 
stability of the federal government had been underscored during the 
opening years of the Chase period by victorious Union armies. The con¬ 
stitutional division of powers between the federal government and the 
states meant very little to the Radical Republicans in Congress, who, 
flushed with victory, were bent on enforcing a conqueror's peace upon 
the South. The moderate policies preposed by Lincoln and Johnson were 
brushed aside, and a military enforced reconstruction program imposed 
upon the former Confederate States. President Johnson had been unable 
to stem the tide of extreme nationalism, and President Grant had neither 
the will nor the ability to do so. Among the coordinated branches of 
the national government, only the Supreme Court was able to take posi¬ 
tive action to restore the balance in the federal system. This it did 
in cases where a direct clash with Congress could be avoided. 
Three theories more or less influenced Congressional thinking on 
the problems of reconstruction: 
1. Southern States had committed suicide and were left 
legally in the status of territories. 
2. The Southern states were simply conquered provinces, com¬ 
pletely stripped of their constitutional rights. 
3. The former Confederate states had forfeited their rights 
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through secession, and, consequently, it was a matter of 
congressional discretion as to when those rights would be 
restored. 
The Chase Court never ruled on the constitutionality of the Recon¬ 
struction Acts, although several attempts were made by Southern States 
to bring the issue before the court. One of the best known attempts 
was in the case Mississippi v Johnson in which Mississippi sought to 
prohibit President Johnson and General Ord from executing the Recon¬ 
struction Acts. The Chase Court refused to rule on the constitutionality 
of the Acts because in the court's words "the President's duty was 
'purely executive and political' rather than ministerial." 
Next, the State of Georgia brought an original suit in the Supreme 
Court to enjoin Secretary of War Stanton in the enforcement of the Re¬ 
construction Acts, thus avoiding the difficulty experienced by Mississippi 
in its suit against the President's. The Chase Court again refused to 
take jurisdiction. In the Exparte McCardle Case, the Chase Court made 
it plain that no avenue remained for the opponents of the Reconstruc¬ 
tions Acts to test them before the Supreme Court. This meant in effect, 
Congress could abolish state governments, substitute new ones and en¬ 
force its action by military occupation virtually secure against Su¬ 
preme Court interposition. The constitutional position of the states 
in the early post-Civil War was indeed precarious. 
It was not until 1869 in the Case Texas v White that the Chase Court 
assured the continued existence of the states; however the decision did 
nothing toward re-establishment of the automony of the state governments 
in the federal system. 
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It is perhaps one of the ironies of judicial history that it was 
a court composed of Lincoln appointees rather than those appointees of 
Jackson which first held a portion of a federal law invalid on the 
ground that it invaded the reserved powers of the states. The occasion 
was the Chase Court's decision in Collector v Day. Here application of 
a federal income tax law to the salary of a state judge was held void 
under the doctrine that the immunity of federal instrumentalities from 
state taxation was a reciprocal one. 
In the United States v Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, the 
Chase Court held that municipal corporations were exempt from federal 
taxation because they shared a portion of state governmental power. 
While the Chase Court exempted the salaries of state officers and muni¬ 
cipal corporations from federal taxation, it also laid down a doctrine 
which, to a certain extent set limits on federal immunity from state 
taxation. 
Several obvious attempts by states to interfere with legitimate 
federal functions were, of course, declared unconstitutional. Thus in 
McGoan v Scales^ the sale of land for state taxes while the land was 
still owned by the United States was held invalid. Again, in Gibson v 
2 
Chouteau, the power of the national government to dispose of public 
land free from state interference was affirmed. 
The Chase Court developed no new doctrines in its determinations 
under the contract clause. However, it compiled a scarcely to be equal 
Ï 
Nine Wallace 23 (1869). 
2 
Thirteen Wallace 92 (1871). 
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record for harsh and rigorous enforcement of this formidable prohibition 
as a brake on state social and economic legislation. Nearly 60 percent 
of the state laws considered under the contract clause were declared 
unconstitutional. 
After the Civil War, states and municipalities often issued bonds 
to aid in the construction of railroads. Clever promoters would argue 
persuasively that railroads were merely highways built under state 
authority and were thus sufficiently "public" in nature to be supported 
by taxation. In innumerable instances unscrupulous promoters persuaded 
municipalities to over-invest. Whole communities mortgaged their fu¬ 
ture in railroad bonds. When a municipality sought to evade payment or 
was unable to raise the necessary amounts through ordinary taxation, 
the railroad corporation would invoke the contract clause. The atti¬ 
tude of the Chase Court in regard to cases falling under railroads was 
that the contract be rigorously enforced. The over-all effect of the 
Chase Courtes rigid enforcement of the contract clause was the safe¬ 
guarding of private enterprise and investment from state and municipal 
enactments or ordinances and state court decisions designed to modify 
contracts for the protection of the taxpayers of the city or state. 
State, county, and municipal taxing power was weakened by some of these 
decisions. And, of greater importance, such rigid enforcement limited 
to a certain extent state control of its economy in a period when de¬ 
cisive legislative action was frequently needed. 
In regard to the uses of the commerce clause as a basis for fed¬ 
eral action, the Chase Court was disposed to sustain such utilization 
provided the exercise of power was not too remote in its relationship 
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to an enumerated power of Congress. For example, the Chase Court sus¬ 
tained Congress' power to support or instigate the building of a trans¬ 
continental railroad system under the broad constructionist interpreta¬ 
tion of the implied powers clause and the commerce, postal, and war 
powers. The question of the constitutionality of congressional efforts 
at internal improvements through federal public works or federally 
financed projects no longer represented a serious constitutional issue. 
Although the Chase Court was not willing to rule on the constitu¬ 
tionality of the Reconstruction Acts, it held section 29 of the Internal 
Revenue Act of 1867 unconstitutional on the ground that it was a police 
regulation, relating exclusively to the internal trade of the states. 
The section in question made it a misdemeanor, punishable by fine and 
imprisonment, to mix for sale or to sale illuminating oils which were 
dangerously inflammable. 
The Chase Court ruled out state interference with interstate com¬ 
merce through use of taxing power; however, state taxing power was per¬ 
mitted to extend to domestic corporations engaged in such commerce, 
provided it did not impede or discriminate against the products or 
citizens of other states. The Chase Court held valid the exercise of 
state police power requiring the annual fixing of rates by railroad 
companies, the posting of such rates, and the consistent adherence to 
them by the companies. 
The Chase Court strongly upheld federal authority against state 
encroachment in decision that would weaken the Rights of Congress in 
the exercise of its constitutional powers. However, the court permit¬ 
ted state regulation of matters later found to require uniform national 
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regulation. The Chase Court began as a strong advocate of national 
authority, but in later years the court leaned more toward state rights. 
Surprisingly, the court heard very few cases involving race or the slave- 
trade. Of course, the Lincoln Proclamation and passage of the Thirteenth 
Amendment abolished slavery in this country and cases that probably 
would have appeared before the court were settled in lower courts. 
Mr. Chase spent long years preparing himself for public service. 
He was an outstanding attorney, devoting much of his time to represent¬ 
ing fugitive slaves in court. As a United States Senator he continued 
his anti-slavery actions and did not seek re-election when it become 
quite apparent to him that the nation was not committed to abolishing 
slavery in this country. As Governor of Ohio, his administration im¬ 
proved the financial status of a state that was filled with political 
corruption. His efforts in this area caused President Lincoln to select 
him Secretary of Treasury. He changed the fiscal organization of that 
department and brought an end to fiscal mismanagement. His inability 
to understand political patronage led him to resign. Lincoln showed 
his confidence in Chase*s ability by appointing him Chief Justice in 
1864. Perhaps no other man could have kept the nation together other 
than Chase during this most difficult period in American History and 
development in constitution law. However, the fact that the nation has 
been reunited for almost one hundred years is a personal attribute to 
this man from New England and the mid-west. 
Perhaps his greatest weakness was his desire to become president. 
It is felt that if he had devoted all of his time and energy to the Su¬ 
preme Court he would have been this nation's greatest Chief Justice. 
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However, Chase was a man of ambition and he felt that as president he 
could make significant contribution which a lesser position could not 
afford him. 
His handling of the Andrew Johnson impeachment trial was one of 
the highlights in his career. He failed to bow to the Radical Republi¬ 
can to impeach Johnson without proper judicial proceedings. His 
personal beliefs, ideals and honesty were instrumental in Johnson's not 
being found guilty. 
Reviewing the data covering the Supreme Court under Chief Justice 
Salmon P. Chase warrants the following conclusive statements: 
1. The Supreme Court, 1864-1873, never decided a fundamental 
case of freedom under the Emancipation Proclamation or 
Thirteenth Amendment. 
2. In 1864 Chase struck the bonds from a large number of 
helpless Africans by declaring the Vagrant Laws of Sou¬ 
thern States void. 
3. Throughout this period, tremendous forces had operated 
to weaken the autonomy of states in the federal system. 
The Supreme Courts reaction to Congressional threats to 
state autonomy was contradictory. 
4. The Supreme Court emasculated the privileges of immuni¬ 
ties clause of the Fourteenth Amendment in order to pre¬ 
serve the federal system. 
5. The Chase Court contract clause and diverse citizenship 
cases involving contracts seriously weakened state, 
county and municipal taxing power. 
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6. Pressures upon the states and court were much greater 
during 1864-1873 than in previous years. 
7. The exact character of Chase's influence on the Supreme 
Court was great as attributed by his friends and col¬ 
leagues after his death. 
Salmon Portland Chase devoted his adult life to public service as 
United States Senator, Governor of Ohio, Secretary of Treasury and Chief 
Justice of the United States Supreme Court. However, it is doubtful 
that he could have become president. No man of his time had a stronger 
conception of the moral issues involved in the Civil War; none showed 
greater courage and resolution; none came nearer to doing the thing for 
which he existed. The underlying idea of his public life was to bring 
the law up to the moral standards of the country, and to make both 
moral stands and law apply to black as well as \diite men. He had ambi¬ 
tions which sometimes dimmed his understanding, but his life was sin¬ 
cerely given to the service of his country. 
The information on the following page provides additional informa¬ 
tion on each Justice which was not included in Chapter III. 
JUSTICES OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 1864-1873 
Name of Justices, and Where 
Appointed By Whom Appointed Commissioned Sworn In Termination 
Nathan Clifford, Maine President Buchanan January 12, 1858 January 21, 1858 Died July 25, 
1881 
Samuel Nelson, New York President Tyler February 14, 1845 March 3, 1845 Resigned 
December 1, 
1872 
Robert C. Grier 
Pennsylvania 





Salmon P. Chase, Ohio President Lincoln December 6, 1864 December 15, 
1864 
Died May 7, 
1873 
James M. Wayne, Georgia President Jackson January 9, 1835 January 14, 
1835 
Died July 5, 
1867 





David Davis, Illinois President Lincoln December 8, 1862 December 10, 
1862 
Resigned 
March 4, 1877 










JUSTICES OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES 1864-1873 (continued) 
Name of Justices, and Where 
Appointed By Whom Appointed Commissioned Sworn In Termination 




William Strong, Pennsylvania President Grant February 18, 1870 March 14, 
1870 Resigned Decem¬ 
ber 14, 1880 
Joseph P. Bradley, New York President Grant March 21, 1870 March 23, 
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